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Getting to all their

OIT ZIPS
means

HOT RATINGS
for AC Stations
These Winter Arbitron numbers* tell the story for some of our AC' clients. They show the power
of getting to all their Hot Zips - with completely random sampling distribution the way Arbitron
does it - using Music-Tec's INTERACTIVE Music Tests. With th€
uditorium-type music tests,
they couldn't reach all their Hot Zips. With Music-Tec, bols what they've done:

KOSI, Denver: # 1 25-54 Women ( 11.9)
KESZ, Phoenix: # 1 25-54 Women ( 10.1)
and # 1 25-54 Adults ( 7.3)
WBEB, Philadelphia: # 1 25-54 Women ( 11.4)
and # 2 25-54 Adults (8.4)
WINIGF, Orlando: # 1 25-54 Women (9.5)
*Arbitron Share, Winter 1999, Monday-Sunday, 6AM-MID

Like to knowew easy it is to get to all your Hot Zips? Call us today at ( 719)579-9555.
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America's # 1 Music

Testing

Company

CUMULUS PRIDES ITSELF ON REPLACING
"ROBOTS" WITH REAL PEOPLE
CUMULUS CASE STUDY NO. 3 WXKR-FM TOLEDO, OHIO

USA

One of four FM stations managed by Clyde Roberts in Toledo,
Ohio, our largest market, WXKR-FM is just one of seven stations
in the Toledo market that have rebounded in ratings since
Cumulus has begun operating them. Most have done so because
,Cumulus
.
replaces automation
with
th
*

live, local personalities.

OÇç
Debuting June 1st, 1990, WXKR was aClassic Rock for,

on-air personalities
--- This combinatiri.

with innovative

who werr \A-c'l received in the market.

itapulted the sta-tion to the top of the ratings charts.

But, in the spràig of 1996 the owners decided to make achange. WXKR's

Classic Rock station

brand conceit changed from a

to a" faddish" modern AC. Existing talent was replaced with automation and syndicated
•
programs. Ratings began to drop and continued to drop -for the next two years.

When Cumulus purchased

mum, our first move was to relaunch the brand as a70s

& 80s based classic rock station. Cumulus also.éliminated most of the automation and
syndicated programming and invested heavily in talent — beginning
with the return of the

team

original morning show

that had been # 1in the merket. Today, WXKR's

success is driven by reliance on market and music
research and quality talent. In Toledo as in 44 other markets served by
Cumulus... Everything radio was and can be, radio is again.

CUMULUS
www.cumulesmedia.com
In the 44 cities in 22 states across the ration that Cumulus now serves,
everything radio once was and everything radio can be... radio is again.
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Worry-Free
Delivery.
It's no scret why the biggest radio syndicators
in the country use ABC Satellite \Services for
distributing their talk shows, sporting events,
PSAs and

concerts.

Serious léroadcasters know the value of a
partnership with ABC -- the best, most
experienced`satellite distribution provider
in the radio industry:
Access to 6,000 stations
Largest client base in the business
Special rates available NOW*
N,
Rely on th industry leader for delivering your
programs to millions of listeners. Flawlessly.
,

•

at Rates.
;
*Discount rates apply to new, short-term ( 1-2 month) contracts.

MSATELLITE
nor grenenrire

Delivering affordable quality 24 hours a day.
For more information, call. 212-456-5801

OAK RADIO NEIWORKS
PLEASE VISIT US AT OUR WEBSITE:
www.abcsatelliteservices.com

GlobeCast

Is Radio Showering In The Bates Motel?

0

ne of Radio's biggest selling points is that
every car is aRadio on wheels — abox in
which people are stuck for long periods of
time each day. In the car, consumers aren't likely to
read the paper or watch TV, and you'll certainly not
find them on the Internet. At least not yet.
Not surprisingly, Radio's largest local advertisers are car dealers. After all, where better
to reach someone who is dissatisfied with
their present car? Since Radio's biggest
category is automotive, it should concern
you deeply to know that car manufacturers are currently betting heavily on the Internet.
Honda has been the first to break
those sacred dealer bonds by selling cars
online. Honda buyers can now bypass the
dealer and buy directly from Honda.
Autobytel.com is selling $ 24,000,000
worth of cars aday online. That's amillion
bucks an hour. Beginning to see the picture?
Remember when local, main street retail
was replaced by Wal-Mart and the category
killers? Remember what it did to the local
Radio dollar? In the average market entered by
Wal-Mart, 80 local retailers dried up and went
away. Did Wal-Mart replace those dollars on your
station?

Radio stands to lose 40 to 60 percent of its
revenues as aresult of Internet direct selling by
manufacturers. Doesn't this bother you alittle?
Yes, the Net is aserious threat to Radio, but
it's also an opportunity. Yet, most Radio people I
know are so focused on meeting budgets that they've
not taken the time to learn about the Internet.
When Igive my Internet seminars to Radio
folks, I'm always shocked by how little they
understand about what's happening. The
really frightening thing is that they don't
seem to care.
For your own sake, please don't ignore the Internet. Understand it. Embrace it. Use it and lead your clients
into abetter understanding of it so that
they don't get swept away.
Your station needs an Internet sales
division and Radio Ink wants to help you
start one. There will only be 607 seats at the
Radio Ink Internet Conference this October.
Be sure that one of them is yours. tà

B. Eric Rhoads, Publisher

To reach me, write: RADIO INK, B. Eric Rhoads, Publisher, 224 Datura Street, Suite 701, Wes Palm Beach, R. 33401 Phone: 561-655-8778 • Fax: 561-655-693o E mail: Ericrhoads@raclioink.com

ATALK RADIO REVOLUTION • 100% BARTER • 9AM TO NOON EASTERN •

Proven talent attracts
powerful partners!

dN DAME
GALLAGHER
NETWORKS

Media Communications
Mid-West Family Broadcasting
Pamplin Communications Corp.
Raycom Media, Inc.
Sabre Communications
Saga Communications
Salem Communications
Simmons Media Group
Sinclair Communications
Straus Media Group
4M Communications

ABC Radio, Inc.
Amaturo Group Ltd.
Beesley Broadcasting
Capstar
Citadel Communications
Clear Channel Communications
Delaware Broadcasting
Enmis
Fc rever Broadcasting
Infinity Broadcasting

,7seâ.M,
6

DS NOON TO 6PM www.mikeonline.co

To subscribe, coil 1-800-610-5771
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Try DIRECT MAIL...before your boss does.

e 1

Creative
Media
Direct, Inc.

(72 7) 536-9450
1000 Belcher Rd. S., Suite 10 • Largo, FL 33771-3307
C1999 Creatiae Media Direct, Inc.

MMM'

sibuffla

lilk® •

The National Association of Broadcasters recently held its first " Service to America Summit."
The Washington event honored extraordinary public service.

THAT MEL IS ONE FUNNY GUY: Infinity CEO Mel Karmazin ( I)
entertains syndicated personality Don Irnos and his wife, Deidre.

Event opener was former Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff Colin Powell.

WZZK-FM's Don Daily accepts " Friend in
Need Radio Award" for tornado assistance.

Oklahoma broadcasters received the " Guardian Award" for outstanding coverage of the ravaging May tornadoes. Accepting ( Pr) are KFOR's Tim Morrissey, KWIV's David Griffin,
KOCO-TV's Bren Hensley, KRX0-FM's Vance Harrison, Oklahoma Association's Executive Director Carl Smith. and KEBC-AM's John Moen.

(L- R) Clear Channel's Sharon Kitroser, Dave D'Eugenio.
Ronfla Woulfe enjoy Florida Broadcasters convention.

Sherwood ( I) and Katie Lorenz accept Florida
group's Broadcast Pioneer award from Rusty Russell.

Jim Quell° ( r) with Florida
award-winner Matt Leibowitz.

Sen. George Kirkpatrick ( I) with Linda
Byrd and Pat Roberts, Exec. Dir. of FAB.

Your BEST Chance
to Meet the Powers in Radio at
The BEST Show on Radio!

The NAB Radio Show put you in the some room with some of the best and biggest
players in the business, including Ed Christian, Saga Communications;

Randy Michaels, Clear Channel Communications, Ken O'Keele, AlvVFM Inc.;

1111

THE NAB

SWOW
Aug. 31 - Sept. 3,1999
Orlando, Florida

anti Dick Ferguson, Cox Radio
Register Online www.nob.org/conventions/ • Call 1.888.740.4622 or 1.301.682.7962 • Fax 1.301.694.5124
To subscribe, call 1 -800-610-5771
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Speak Now Or Forever Hold Your Peace
The comment period on the
FCC's proposal for LPFM ends August 2, 1999. The FCC has proposed
LP1000 stations with amaximum of
1000 watts and antenna height of 60
meters. LP100 stations would get a
maximum 100 watts at 30 meters.
FCC Chairman
MicroRadio stations could have up
William Kennard has
to 10 watts at 30 meters. The Combeen an advocate
of low- power Radio
mission plans to require co-channel
and 1st-adjacent channel protections, but feels that

3rd-adjacent and possibly 2nd-adjacent channel protection would not be necessary. It specifically asks for
comments on any potential adverse effects on future
digital Radio developments. The FCC also seeks opinions about its inclination not to apply most Radio station service rules to LP100 and MicroRadio stations.
Commentary is also requested about whether these
stations should be commercial or non-commercial.
Once the FCC has reviewed and considered all the
remarks that are submitted, it may either adopt rules,
issue afurther NPRM, or decide to do nothing.

PURCHASING MUSIC MADE SIMPLE.
The Comcast Cellular Network has introduced *CD ( star CD) which allows
listeners to purchase music the moment they hear it on the Radio. The company is hoping to take advantage of the customer during the highest emotional period. When consumers hear asong they really like, while driving,
they can dial *CD (* 23), learn the title of the song, the performer and purchase that title immediately. All this is accomplished by entering the Radio
station on the cell phone. Callers can even hear samples from other songs on
the same CD or scan other tunes that the station has recently played — all in
asingle phone call. This new technology is the brainchild of two Harvard
MBAs, George Searle and Humphrey Chen. Key to the service is proprietary
song recognition: Before new music is released, amaster recording is scanned
into the computer, creating aunique digital fingerprint of the music.

WHAT INTRICATE WEBS WE WEAVE
Michael Weiss and nearly halt the company staff has resigned from
WebRadio.com, aturnkey webcasting service to Radio stations.
WebRadio.com recently signed more than 100 Radio stations,
making it one of the industry's fastest growing Internet webcasting service companies. Weiss cited irreconcilable differences between himself and parent company CEO's management
as the reason for his departure. " Iwish to build uron what Istarted at
WebRadio.com and the next level in the evolution of interactive electronic media," said Weiss. " Iexpect to bring interactive electronic media to
new heights in the near future."
Chip Morgan is president of CMBE BroadcastSystems, aRadio integration company in Sacramento,
Cal. Contact him at 800-801-2623.
RADIO INK — JULY 19, 1999

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

NEW SOURCE FOR
RADIO CONTACTS
FROM SRDS
Online and print versions
of the Radio Advertising
Source -,with listings for
over 9,400 commercial stations, are now available as
aprimary research tool for
objective information that
helps marketers and advertising agencies plan, develop, buy and traffic radio
advertising. Listings include contact information,
traffic information, rep firm
information and more.
SRDS plans to launch online versions of its TV &
Cable Source this fall and
the Newspaper Advertising Source this winter.
For
more
information,
contact George Simpson at
212-297-1838 or by E-mail at
georgesimpscm@worldnet.attnet

9

LETTERS
HIRING HEADACHES

B

ecause Iam aconsultant/trainer, Ihave
methods and ideas in regard to hiring.
Hiring seems to be one of the most dreaded responsibilities of management, and so
many managers are the cause of the great
turnover in Radio sales.
Hiring is only asmall part of the developmental process. What management
does with the hires after they are selected
is the important part. They often set them
in aroom with abox full of tapes, send them
to atraining seminar, hand them the opportunity list that nobody else could sell,
show favoritism to the veterans, and hope
and pray that the new hire makes it
so they don't have to go through
the process again.
The majority of the
failures in Radio sales were
hires who were capable
of succeeding but had
the misfortune of poor
leadership. Until management realizes that
111..
good salespeople
are not hired
but developed,
we'll continue the
merry-go-round
ride we've been
on for nearly ,
80 years.
Management
must take credit for its successful salespeople and full responsibility for
its failures, rather than saying it was luck or
that the individual was . ncapable. Developing agood salesperson requires daily training, support and guidance
Darrell Solberg, DOS Sales Training, Sioux Falls, SO

THANKS, WALTER
just got our big package about digital Radio and
saw your piece in Radio Ink
about Radio in Canada.
(Are You Talking With ASore
Throat? The Canadian Cure,
by Walter Sabo, Apr. 26, 1999). Your comment, " Radio is an audience- driven business,
not asales- driven business" perfectly articulates what needs to be corrected about this industry in this country. Thanks for the -ourage
to stand up and say it. I've been rolling those

1
0

words around in my head all afternoon.
Kevin Fennessy, President, Fennessy Broadcasting
WAAT-AM, Scranton- Wilkes Barre. PA

"RADIO IS DEAD AS WE KNOW IT"

L

et me be the first to inform you that Radio
as we knew it is dead.
All the articles you can write and seminars you conduct will never bring it back again.
The great broadcasters sold for unbelievable
prices, and could you blame them? They had
aresponsibility to their investors.
A few, like Randy Michaels, stayed on
to make sure the last shovel of dirt was well
compacted on the grave.
The mega- companies don't want
to"reinvent"
Radio. They
already have
Internet
Radio stations, have
invested and
will provide
the programming for XM,
and have the capital to consume anything else that threatens
to compete with their
Radio is dead as monopoly.
we know it.
Now, are these
good business people? Paying $ 2million
for a station that would have sold for
$100,000 five years ago was certainly a"5
star" way to grow an elephant ... especially for a3- kw FM in Lefturn, Nowhere. It's
no wonder that these mega monsters are
the worst sweatshops since the industrial
revolution.
Iown asmall business. Ido what Ican
to keep my head above water, so " the client
is always right"... sometimes. Ispent 25
years in Radio, worked in large and medium markets, loved some of it, and you can
guess what Ithought about the rest. It has
always been an industry filled with gypsies,
tramps and thieves.
We thought we were in the entertainment
business. Some even thought they were in the
music business. But one thing we all knew
Radio was better than wc...king for aliving.
John Bogart, Bogart Productions
Covington, KY, www.bogartprods.com

Letters To The Editor:
Letters may be edited for length and
clarity. Please send comments to:
E-mail: edryan@radioink.com
(your E-mail address will be published unless you request otherwise). Please provide your full
name, location, and if applicable,
your title and company.
Business Address: Radio Ink,
224 Datura Street, Suite 701,
West Palm Beach, FL 33401.
FAX: ( 561) 655-6134.
Contact the Staff: See masthead
for individual staff members'
E-mail addresses.

Thanks, Giff

M

y April
figures finally arrived.
KKPT is up
80 percent
for the first
four months
of the year,
over
last
year. KKPT has slightly
more than double the dollars on the station for June,
July and August that we had
at the same time last year.
This wouldn't be abig
deal if last year was abad
year, but last year was a
record year. The station hasn't ever in its history done
the billing we did last year.
Your two-day sales seminar in February 1999 got us
started in the right direction
for 1999. The timing was
perfect. It was like ashot of
adrenaline for our sales staff
for the new year.
The cost of the seminar
was agood investment for
1999. It's part of our commitment to compete better
against the " Big Boys" in the
market. It must be working.
Both stations are up considerably more than the market
itself. Thanks for your help.
Ron Collar,General Sales Manager,
KKPT/KSYG,Little Rock, AR

To

subscribe, call I - 800-610-5771
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LEADERSHIP

Jerks and Prima Donnas
Should You Have Them On Your Team?

I

fyou managed a baseball
team, would you like to have
an outfield made up of Ted
Williams, Ty Cobb and Babe
Ruth? Of course you would.
They were three of the most gifted players ever to grace the
BY HARVEY MACKAY game. They were also three of

A

If you're a

manager, the
time will come
when you have
to decide
whether its
worth the effort to hire someone who has the job skills you
need but whom you dislike.
• Make sure the candidate is
screened by others at the
company and by an industrial
psychologist ( IP).
A

Check references closely.

A

Give yourself acooling off
period and then conduct a
second interview.

A

The candidate has to be, far
and away, the best person for
the job.

A

Make sure the candidate
understands that there is a
probationary period.

A

Have an agreement if things
don't work out either way.

LJ
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the biggest head cases ever to throw atantrum
and break awater cooler with abat, go into the
stands to beat up the hecklers, and miss practice and show up drunk at the ballpark.
Talent and emotional stability do not necessarily go hand in hand. But, if you're amanager, the time will come when you have to
decide whether it's worth the effort to hire someone who has the job skills you need but whom
you dislike personally. You have to ask yourself: Is it me or is it the candidate? Be honest
with yourself. Are you basing your opinion on
your gut feelings, or do you have real evidence
that the candidate is too hot to handle?
Here's how to make an objective call.
1. Make sure the candidate is screened by
others at the company and by an industrial psychologist ( IP). Alert the IP to your concerns before he interviews the candidate. That way, the
IP will be able to make amore thorough evaluation.
2. Check those references closely. Do it by
phone or, if possible, in person and lay your
specific concerns on the line.
3. Give yourself acooling off period and
then conduct asecond interview. Maybe you
were having an off day.
"I'm concerned that you may have something of an attitude when it comes to taking direction. Is that aproblem for you?"
"You've made several remarks about people different from yourself that bother me. Please
explain why you said such and such."
Okay, let's say you've taken the steps described above and everything indicates that the
candidate is, gulp, ajerk. Well, so was Ty Cobb,
but he hit . 367 lifetime. You've still got to decide whether to hir or not.
What factors could make you decide in the

candidate's favor?
1. The candidate has to be, far and away,
the best person for the job. If your candidate
can deliver what no one else can, read no further, the choice is obvious: you hire.
2. The double-whammy factor. Not only
is the candidate an outstanding talent, but you're
hiring the person away from acompetitor, so
not only are you helping yourself, you're giving the competitit,n fits.
3. Diversity, conflict and contention may
not he pleasant, but they can produce results.
Every organization needs new ideas and fresh
thinking. Are you getting it from the look-alike
think-alikes who line your office walls? If not,
it's time to get awake-up, shake-up personality on board. If an "anti- status quo" attitude is
what troubles you about the candidate, go back
to square one, hire. The problem is you.
4. If you do decide to hire, make sure the
candidate understands that there is aprobationary period and make it as long as possible.
There's nothing wrong with giving yourself as
much protection as you can in adifficult situation. Have an agreement if things don't work
out either way. à

Harvey Mackay is CEO of MacKay - nvelope Corporation. He may be reached by E-mail at barvey@mackay.com
This article is excerpted from bis book, Pushing :he Envelope.
To subscribe, call 1-800-610.5771
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THE WIZARD OF ADS

Why O.E.S. Doesn't Work
Building Better Results With Reach

Ta

e seminar is
offer to
answer questions,
and ahundred hands fly
into the air. Ipoint to
the person whose hand
shot up the quickest.
ROY H. WILLIAMS
"What's the right number of times for an ad to air before it's
time to change the copy?" The whole
room is waiting to hear anumber. ['re'ally wish Icould give them one.
"Ads with an average impact,quotient should be heard by the same lis .tener no fewer than 12 times and no
mitire than 20." While the majority look
down and write, " Change copy after 12
to 20 times," the brilliant few cock their
heads and stare at me like alitter of cue rious puppies. Ismile and wait for the
most curious puppy to raise apaw and ask,
"What's an impact quotient?"
"The impact quotient is anumber that represents an ad's power to convince the average
listener. Average ads score a1.0 and 'need to
be heard at least three times within seven
nights sleep. The greater the ad's power to
convince, the higher the impact quotient and
the fewer times it must be heard."
• Ads with an
average impact
Another puppy raises apaw, "What about
quotient should
0.E.S.?" Ouch. Curious puppies always ask
be heard by the
the hardest questions. "Although Optimum
same listener
Effective Scheduling has been embraced by
no fewer than
some ofithe brightest minds in Radio, the crit12 times and no more than 20
ical factor not taken into consic!ration in the
A The impact quotient is a
0.E.S. equation is the term of commitment of
number that represents an
the advertiser. Igenerally find 0.E.S. schedad's power to convince the
ules to be too few spots per week for aspeaverage listener.
cial event and too many spots per week when
• The greater the ad's power to
the advertiser is committed to the long term."
convince, the higher the impact
Now the puppies are barking and tumquotient and the fewer times it
bling
toward me in excitement. One lf the
must be heard.
puppies shouts, " What do you mean by 'too
• Until you know the impact
many spots per week?"
quotient of the ad and the
Ianswer quickly, lest the puppies think
term of the advertiser's comI've
blasphemed
Radio. "The mistake made by
mitment, you really shouldn't
pretend to know how many
spots is enough.
_J

most advertisers is that they expect too much,
too soon and from too little frequency. For
these advertisers, O.E.S. is astep in the right
direction. But, when the advertiser is committed to airing the same weekly schedule 52
weeks in arow, the 0.E.S. equation usually
provides weekly frequency beyond the point
of diminishing returns.
"You see, there does come apoint at which
an advertiser should add to his reach instead of
simply piling on more frequency. Until you know
the impact quotient of the ad and the term of
the advertiser's commitment, you really shouldn't pretend to know how many spots is enough."
Iwatch the puppies' heads nod quickly
up and down as they write, and Ibegin to
feel encouraged. "They get it," Isay to myself with asmile.
Since its creation, Radio has been the
most persuasive form of mass communication known to the human race, but it's also
been grievously misunderstood, badly represented and poorly used. The future of Radio
is now in the hands of the curious puppies,
those eager minds not bound by the traditions,of aprevious generation. To them, I
comeit myself unconditionally. à

Roy H. Williams is President of Roy H. Williams Marketing, Inc.
He may be reached at 5/2-295-5700 or"by E-mail at roy@wizardofads.com
lo subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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ANew,
LeadingEdge
Magazine
fro:l

Streamline
Publishing
For aFREE SAMPLE
issue, call 800-610-5111
Define yourself as aleader in the
Radio/Internet phenomenon by
becoming aCharter Advertiser now.
Call General Manager Chet Tart
at (561) 655-8778.
Ad Reservation Deadline: August
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GIFF ON SALES

Mapping Your Market
Travel And Territory Management That Makes Sense

DAVE " GIFF"

A It's not possible
for you to score
high in time management if your
travel and territory management is weak.
A Create your own " T&T" management system with acity
map divided into sales zones.
Then, map your market so you
know exactly where to schedule your next appointments so
you're not wasting time.
• Two scenarios in which mapping your market can save time
include: a) arriving for an
appointment only to discover
that your client or prospect
can't see you, and b) arrivinp
on time for an appointment
with aclient only to discover
that they're on the receiving
end of apresentation from a
competitor.
• Get to your T&T notebook so you
can go to work immediately on
replacing that account. It makes
sense.

uestion: How is it pos- your next appointment —, see which businesses you can visit for afirst- time- ever " Opsible for asalesperson
to score high in time portunity Call."
2) You arrive on time for a9:00 a.m. apmanag
ent if his travel and
pointment with an important client, only
territory management is weak?
Answer: It's not possible.
to discover that they're on the receiving end
of apresentation from acompetitor. What
In the accompanying ilGIFFORD lustration, you see acity map to do? Anxious to ascertain your client's level
divided into 42 sales zones. Let's say yqg
just got an appointment with aclient,lo4
5
6
3
cated in sales zone 11 for next Monday
at 9:00 a.m. Now what do you do? Try to
set a10:00 a.m. appointment in sales zone
13
11
12
36 and an 11:00 a.m. appointment in sales 8
10
9
zone 28? No, that would be poor
management. If you had already "mapped"
your market, you would know exactly
19 20
17
18
15 16
where to schedule your next appointments. When Iwas asalesperson, that's
'
\\ hat Idid.
On my desk and in my car, Ihad two
24 25 26 27
23
loose-leaf T&T notebooks with tabbed
sections for as many sales zones as Icreated on agrid. Using the example above,
after securing my 9:00 a.m. appointment
29 30 31
32 33 34
Iimmediately opened my T&T notebook
to tab 11 to see whom Imight try to get
appointments with at 10K)0 and I1:00 a.m.
Let's say have several A, B, C, and
36 37 38 39 40 41
0 accounts ( 0 stands for " Opportunity
Calls," what others negatively call "Cold
Calls") in sales zone 11, but that, for whatever reasons, I'm not in aposition to make a of interest in your competitor's presentation,
you make eye contact with your client, popresentation to any of ¡hose accounts or agencies at this time. What to do?
litely interrupt the meeting by apologizing
Isir iply flip open he tabs for the nearest to your competitor for the intrusion, and then
sales z nes ( 3, 4, 5, 10, 12, 17, 18, 19) until Ifind — turning to your client — ask, "Are we still
better accounts to pursue for my 10:00 a.ip. and on for 9:00 a.m., or do Ihave time to make
11:00 a.m. appointments. That way, I
won't waste acall in the neighborhood?"
valuable selling time driving all over creation.
Should they respond, " Yes, you've got
Here
two scenarios in which mapping some time," it's possible that you could end
up losing that account. What to do? Wait
your market ,. iakes particular sense.
in their lobby and wallow in your anxiety?
1) You arrive for an appointment, only
to discover that your client or prospect Can't Or, get to your T&T notebook as quickly as
see you. What to do? Go to your car, grab
possible so you can go to work immediateyour T&T notebook, open it to the approly on possibly replacing that account?
priate tab and — until it's time to drive to
Right. Mapping your market makes sense. à

er

Dave Gifford is President of Dave Gifford international and Founder of The Graduate School for Sales
'Management. He may be "cached at 800-TALK-GIF or by E-mail at giftalk@aol.com
To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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THE HEADHUNTER ON HIRING

Five Interviewing Techniques To Avoid
Or Risk Being Called " MUD"
afew years ago,
of my biggest
clients stopped me
dead
my headhunter's
tracks. A human resources
manager at this company
wanted me to tell her why the
NICK CORCODILOS company's name was " Mud"
among engineers in Silicon Valley.
"Too many job cam'slates are rejecting
our offers outright, and even more of them
refuse to come back for asecond interview,"
she explained. " Management really needs to
hear the truth."
On the surface, the company's problem was
anasty reputation for anumber of bad hiring
habits. At adeeper level, the problem was alack
of pride and concern about how it presented itself to its professional community.
- If the company had been able to shake the
bad habits, it might have been able to regain
the respect of its community. While most of
management was oblivious to the gross errors
the company was making in its hiring process,
ee.
its bad habits were legendary.
1:Wrong candidate, wrong job — Candidates were
routinely nterviewed for the wrong job. You
have prol:ably been through More than one interview in 'which you sat Wondering, "Why am
A Mistakes to
Isubjecting myself to this interrogation? This
avoid in the hirisn'•
the job Iagreed to interview for." This was
ing process ina
p('licy-level
problem elating to who was declude
ciding whom.
'
to interview and why. '
interviewing
the wrong can2:The wr ig interviewer — More often than t;ot,
didate for the wrong job, havthe •-,ng person conduCti.d th,f interview. Eiing the wrong person conduct
ther t. ' were not the actual' hiring mPonagthe interview, and subjecting
,r or b) dit..n't unckmand much, if ar ,thing,
candidates to rude treatment.
about the job.
Keeping candidates from meet3. The rude process Job candidates w
put
ing with disillusioned employthrough two or three rounds of meeting with
ees is also critical.
persch nel .
:)ckeys who treated these profesMany companies fail to realize
sionals like desperate freshmen at afraterthat customers aren't the only
nity rush. The final nails in the coffin revealed
constituency they need to imthe poor attitudes that no one bothered to
press continually. They need
address.
to impress potential employ4. Cynicism — The interview process included
ees as well.
mLetings with employees who were disillusioned
uite

one

• If not, their name could turn to
MUD.
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about the company and said as much to the candidates they were interviewing. Rather than
attempt to rebuild its ranks with upbeat, motivated engineers, the company allowed some
of the worst of its crew to continue poisoning
the well.
5. Indifference — Too many hiring managers
ignored the rumors they knew were circulating about the company. They didn't bother to do damage control. Candidates who
were enthralled by aparticular job and impressed by the manager and the department
were nonetheless, left worrying about the
negative things they'd heard from their
friends.
Professional pride is acorporate ( as in
"a unified body made up of individuals")
imperative. Try to work without pride and watch
your reputation wither.
It's fine to talk about an intangible like pride,
but it's not very useful because you can't tweak
it readily. So, let's focus on amore accessible
control knob — the mechanism that communicates pride or the lack of it.
For an individual, this is the behavior he
exhibits. For acompany, it's the interface it
presents to its professional community — the
behavior of its employees and representatives.
Don't understand what Imean? Consider
the best sales rep who's ever sold to you, then
consider the worst. Both were their employer's front line — the interface that shaped your
professional behavior toward that company (and
what you had to say about it to others in your
community).
Many companies fail to realize that customers aren't the only constituency they need
to impress continually. The professional community is critical, too. No company would tolerate asales force that treats potential customers
wrong. Why then do so many companies tolerate inappropriate behavior toward potential
employees?
My client was engendering apoor relationship with its professional community
through its hiring practices. That's how its name
turned to "Mud." à

Nick Corcodilos is the host of www.t,sktbeheadbuntercom and director of North Bridge Group in New Jersey.
r. Available to Radia stations for
interviews, he may be reached by E-mail at northbridge@sprintmail.com
To subscribe, coil 1 -800-610.5771
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Tools to Fine Tune Your Skills
Promotional Marketing Planner

Blueprint for
Promotional
Success
More than 600 revenue-generating Radio promotions in a
three-book series. Complete,
ready-to-use packages: Just
fill in your call letters, your
client's name, the price, and
you're ready to go!
Volume One: Retail Promotions
Volume Two: Holiday &
Seasonal Promotions

Your step-by-step guide through the planning meeting to your
station's marketing and promotional plans: station goals, department goals and personal goals for the year. The Planner guides you
month by month with important dates, community events, calendars, tipmotion ideas with easy-to-follow procedures. Only $ 119. Already hava
Planner? Order the 6-month update: January 2000June 2000. Just $59.00

Proven Radio Copy

Instant Revenue: Low Maintenance
High Profit Radio Telemarketing!

650 proven advertising scripts in 100
categories. Save time and money;
virtually eliminate writer's block—
perfect for illustrating how your
copy should read.

Learn how to set up and run a profitable Radio telemarketing
operation — 52 tested and proven telemarketing campaigns. Learn
how to hire, manage and compensate your staff. Used successfully
in markets of all sizes. Only 5117.

Volume I: Retail

The Seven Strategies For High Performance Selling

Volume Three: Audience
Building Promotions

Volume II: Entertainment, Food,
Restaurants

All three volumes for

Volume III: Automotive, Professional
Services
All three volumes for only $197.

only $277.

The Radio Book:
The Complete Station
Operations Manual
A collection of the best authors'
best articles on running a Radio
station.
Volume I: Management
& Sales Management
Volume II: Programming
& Promotions
Volume III: Sales & Marketing

After reading Ken Greenwood's new book, your biggest problem may
be where to spend your money. Thousands have benefited
from Greenwood's original High Performance Selling. In his
new book, Greenwood reveals seven critical secrets to
ceptional sales performance. Only 529.99.

RADIO
Al I
new,
monthly, one-

6- -

ee

•

High Performance

3,

I:\

hour cassette
program
for
Radio
Account
Executives. Valuable training and
ideas from top sales gurus, managers
and account executives. NOT repk
el
of Radio Ink magazine.
Twelve 60-Minute Tapes $ 198.
($215 International)

All three volumes only $30.

by Ken Greenwood

kil
LULU»

Ken Greenwood provides you with apractical plan to guide your
organization and your career into the new millennium. Complete
with valuable charts and forms to assess and evaluate present staff
and new employees. Only $59.
• Blast

L

from the Past: A Pictorial History of
Radio's First 75 Years

Ftd)ig
75 YEAAs

by Eric Rhoads

Covers the 1920s all the way through the late 1990s.
Only $39.99

by Holland Cooke
An A-to-Zcompendium of practical Radio wisdom, with tested and
proven strategies, tactics and problem solvers to help you get the
most out of your staff and resources. Only $59.

FEATUR ED PRODUCT
REVEALED-Luce's Secret Selling System.

4Sean

New Business Development Special Report
by Sharon Kit roser
Establish your NTR/NBD department now with the trailblazing
pioneer who set up multi-million-dollar NTR/NBD operations at
ABC, CBS and Clear Channel. Only $79.

'
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by Bob Doll
The stories in this book will help you understand why. small-.
town Radio is arich part of American history.
;
Only $ 19.99.

Tools for Radio
Professionals

STIAMLIFIt

z<pptss-

800-610-5771
nternational Call 561.655.8778

10 ,alf

R)
I

It's easy to order: Call 800-60)-5771

Sales trainer Sean Luce has revealed
Ilis.selling system. These books give
you selling tools and systems in easy
teps. Sdrpass your income goals.

Luce's Laws —
10 stepi to Sales Success $39.
, (:er
Sales People)
Ltke's Leadership Laws —
10 Sras to Managing Sales
si $79.
Dales Managers)

I
II

Sparks Out of the Plowed Ground: The History
of America's Small Town Radio Stations

klk‘1. .
112

r

Over 1,000 historic Radio photographs have been packed into
this thick, hard-bound, 472-page, oversized coffee-table book.

Secrets of Smart Radio: The A to Zguide to
Programming & Sales Promotion

Sr\kk-

Leadership

by Ken Greenwood

130til

Books Only 999

Boo!'. Title

Q .

Price

or fill out the order form below ard mail it to: Streamline Press, 224 Datura Street,
Suite 718, West Palm Beach, FL 33401. Fax 561-655-6164
Name/Title
Company/Station
Address

Merchandise Total

City

Shipping & Handling: First item: $5; additional items: $ 1each.
(Outsidn'the U.S., • lease call for shi ín char es)

State.

Phone

.

Fax

ZIP

Florida residents add 6% sales tax.

E-mail Address

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

Check enclosed (payable to: Streamline Press)
Charge my: 1:IAmex
Card Number
Signature

O VISA

D MaçterCard
Exp. Date

'

ORDER TODAY! 800-610-5771.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money back. .,
Prices art effective April 1949 and .àre subject to change without notice. .
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Lead, follow, or get out of the way

operation, Harris has the most

is not only the motto in racing, but

experienced pit crew in

is quickly becoming the norm in

broadcast.

radio broadcast. If you're not, the
pace car, you're somewhere in the

Keep on track and win the

pack.

ratings championship with an
operation that runs without

Harris is in this race to provide you

daütion flags, start your engine

with the tools that it takes to cross

with Harris equipment. We're

the finish line first. The Broadcast

here to make sure you get the

Systems Division has the highest

checkered flag.

point standing in the industry
when is comes to providing

So, put on your driver suit and

customers with complete systems

helmet, drive ft and turn left to

at the velocity they need.

your phone to make sure Harris
is on your speed dial list for the

Whether you just need some lug

times you need anext level radio

nuts, more fuel to keep going, or a

solution.

complete tire change for your

next level solutions
WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

ij
e
/1MTIS
Communications

THE NEW
MILLENNIUM
MARKETER
Seth Godin is into technology.
He's downloading E-mail as he
talks on his cell phone ...

while wired into an airport
terminal — on the way to his
next appointment. Godin's gig
is marketing and the Internet.
He got involved in the Web
before dot-corn was cool. He's
built and sold an Internet
company. And, today he works
for one of the biggest, Yahoo!
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Today, Godin is leading the one-toone marketing charge. And, his tool of
choice is E-mail. He says he's had more
fun in the last 15 years than any one person deserves to have. His methods are
basic but revolutionary. For Radio managers, his advice could uncover awhole
new way to conduct business and increase
the bottom line.

need. It worked for awhile, but now
you can't make an impression anymore.
Permission marketing is the idea of dating your Prospects before you ask them
to marry you.
The idea is that you never send
anything they did not ask for. You
never surprise people or presume to in-

terrupt somebody with amessage that
is n>of interest. Permission marketWhy did you write Permission Marketing?
ing, at its core, says to the consumer,
Idecided to write this book about a 'Therè is something in it for you. Let's
year and ahalf ago as away to teach peohave adialogue. Let's interact, back
ple that there is adifferent way of spendand forth, during which time you will
ing money on-line and off-line.
learn about us and we will learn about
What is permission marketing?
you. Eventually, we find the thing you
Traditionally, the way people sold want to buy.'
stuff was, first, they got to know people. What is the most powerful medium for interThen, people got to know their product
rupting people?
and trusted them enough to buy it
TV and Radio have demonstrated
For the past 80
that they are far and away the best
years, marketers have
ways to generate aspirational,
Permission
grown by interruptmemorable, branding messages.
Marketing
ing people — who
On the other hand, if your goal
To receive the first third
don't want to hear
of Permission Marketing
is to have acurriculum and teach
from them — with
free of charge log on to
people over time, you can do that
www.permission.com
products they don't
by mail or E-mail.

lo subscribe, coil 1-800-610-5771
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Describe asituation in which you would use
permission marketing?
It is different for different products.
Car dealers now pay $ 150 to get one person in the store, one time, by running an
ad. One reason it is so expensive is that people are afraid to go in. The other reason is
that it is expensive to interrupt people.
Ican imagine the car dealer, instead
of doing the hard sell, sending an E-mail
every two weeks with alist of all the special deals on new and used cars. You get
two benefits with that. One is that it will
increase the brand, and two, every time
they run the ad, they will add to their permission base. With this permission base, a
guy might come in to sell aCorvette. The
dealer knows that he has 280 people who
have asked to be on the special Corvette
mailing list
Is permission marketing restricted to E-mail?
No. It also works on the telephone. If
you get acall at dinner from an insurance
broker, you hang up. If you get acall at
dinner from your lawyer saying that you
have an insurance problem, you drop everything and run over to the office.
The difference is that one of those
people had permission, and the other did
not. The challenge marketers have,
whether by mail, phone or Radio, is how
to get permission to be in that person's face,
regardless of the technology.
Are advertising agencies opposed to permission marketing?
Ad agencies have abig problem. They
hired people who like to make movies
which are : 30 long. They are very good at
that 'interru tion broadcast entertainment
DVEiI.,JjSÉR
ey
mo e
selves with people who are patient testers.
That is what it takes to he apermission
marketer.

GETTING YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR
How does permission marketing apply to
someone who is job hunting?
Ithink it is done entirely the wrong
way. People send aresume without permission, unsolicited, irrelevant, unam..:ipated and hope that someone will read
the resume, write back and hire. them.
That is crazy.
It makes more sense to f•Jcus on an individual company or industry and get per-
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ou have athousand or amillion people
'Yes, you can E-mail me once a
then go to your advertisers and sell them
focused value add.

mission to interact with them. Be it asummer intern or aconsulting part, once you
can teach them how great you are, the odds
get better.
You should do it before you get fired
from your job. Build as much permission
as you can with people in your industry.
So, the day after you are fired, 10 people
hear about it and call you.
How could arestaurant use permission
marketing?
Imagine that there are two restaurants
next door to each other. One has the names
of 1,000 local people, sorted by different
categories, with permission to talk to them.
The other has nothing. Who is going to win?
Without permission, the data is worthless. People come in and we say to them,
Tell us what you are interested in, and we
will E-mail you when there is an event that
is appropriate for your kids. Or, we will Email you when we have awine- tasting dinner.' If Iwere aRadio station, I
would start
setting up programs like that
So, how can PDs use permission marketing
to promote their Radio stations?
In some ways, permission marketing
is like aWebsite. What do you do with
all the interactions you have with people
every time you run apromotion or aspecial on the air? Do you build along-term
asset? Probably not. You should. If you created an ongoing promotion through which
you could have an E-mail dialogue, in addition to Radio listening, then the Radio
station.would have the power to go back
and get people.
Let's say you send an E-mail that reads,
Tune in tomorrow. We're going to play a
song between 1:00 and 1:15 p.m. If the
song is such and such, and you call in, you
will be eligible to win $ 1,000.' Now, listeners have agood reason to tune in because there is something in it for them.
You could start aclub with people who
love the Grateful Dead. Any time the station is going to program aGrateful Dead
hour, you can E-mail the club, and they

lo subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

will all come back.
What are other ways for Radio stations to
make money using permission marketing?
Once you have athousand or amillion people who say, 'Yes, you can E-mail
me once aweek,' then go to your advertisers and sell them afocused value add.
Tell them, 'We will now encourage people
to tune into your commercials,' or 'We will
encourage people to go to your store as
part of this buy. You can share in our commission asset.' If there is something in it
for the consumer, then it works.
For example, let's say Itold my Radio
station my birthday because they were
going to send me presents. The Radio station then says to its advertisers, 'What will
you chip in to be part of this person's birthday pack?'
Then, E-mail the person once ayear
and say, ' Here are all the gifts we have assembled for your birthday: free pizza if you
bring your family into this restaurant, $ 10
off if you go buy something today, etc.'
What about points programs?
1love points. They are an important part of permission marketing. Marketers tend to undervalue how much
they should be doing to fund the points
program. They are cheap, so the consumer says, 'These points are not worth
anything.' Then they stop.
Last year, American Airlines sold $850
million worth of miles to hotels, etc. It is
ahuge profit center for them. Part of the
reason is that the stuff they give away is
worth alot. If you are running aRadio station and you offer coupons that people can
get anywhere or benefits that are not worth
anything, they see that and walk away.

TOOLS OF THIS TRADE
How important is the copy you use?
The Net is private, and the Radio is
public. Everyone hears exactly the same
Radio ad after it is written. But, on the Net,
everyone reads the same thing in adifferent
way. It is the greatest testing medium ever.
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"Permission marketing,
at its core, says to the
consumer, 'There is
something in it for you.
Let's have adialogue."
Do you test the first sentence, or the attention grabber, of your copy?
Constantly. We found that changing the subject line can double or triple
the response.
Do you test price points?
Yes. In tact, sometimes making the
price go up makes your response rate go
up. Long ago, Istopped trying to explain
it. We had one long distance phone company that changed from 8to 9cents a
minute, and sales went up.
Does permission marketing negate the need
to build abrand?
No. Idon't believe that at all. Without abrand, Yahoo! would never be able to
receive the permission it gets from people.
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First, you need to spend the money on
Radio ads and banner ads, etc. After you
do that, how do you leverage it? You get
permission from people and use it over time.
What about businesses, like McDonald's, who
have abig brand, but seem to be experiencing problems now?
Ithink that they are acase unto
themselves. Nothing grows forever. It
is true that McDonald's has zero permission from its audience -- with the
exception of the most brilliant invention Ray Kroc every created — which
is, ' Do you want fries with that?' When
you stand at the cash register with your
wallet out, you have given the cashier
the permission to sell you. They have

To subscribe. cd! I -800-610-5771

made billions of dollars with the phrase,
'Do you want fries with that?'
I
don't know how McDonald's can use
permission marketing to grow. Idon't think
that they are the perfect business for permission marketing. Iknow that every busi;
nes that has permission works better than
a s'neSs•that docsr't.
What's the most important thing for aRadio
station to do when programming its Website?
Anybody, including aRadio station, who builds aWebsite and isn't totally focused on building brand or isn't
obsess.m1 with building permission, is
wasting his money. Those are the two,
single best things you can get out of
the Net. fià
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THESE RADIO STATIONS ARE
TREMENDOUS WINNERS.
BUT,

W HY

•

3 Why has Kiss 108, Boston climbed back to the #1position in its target demo of 18-49 women and
scored #225-54 persons? U Why has WYSF, Birmingham shot up from a3.0 to a 7.7 share among
persons 25-54, beating country giant WZZK?U Why has soft rock giant B-101, Philadelphia gone
up in its target 25-54 women share for 5straight years in a row and is, once again, a stronger #1
25-54 women this book as well as #225-54 persons? 3 Why are Personality AC 99.9 KEZ and country
"Big 102.5" KNIX, Phoenix so big that they've won the #1and #2spots 25-54 persons? U Why has
KOSI 101, Denver solidified its #1rank 25-54 women? U Why has Magic 107.7 WMGF, Orlando
topped the field in 25-54 women and placed only 0.5 share points away from #125-54 persons?*
A common thread is in their strategic thinking. And the company that these stations — and dozens
of others in the top American metros — have chosen as partners for research and powerful strategic
thinking is Moyes Research Associates. Perceptual research and guidance in winning strategy is all
we do...it's our sole focus.
Now, can we admit something? We can help many stations to move ahead and stay ahead, but, in
some situations, it's just not agood "fit" for one reason or another. We're very up-front about that
early on, and, if we think it's not agood fit, we'll tell you so and why...and we encourage you to do
the same with us. If you'd like to discuss your situation to see if we can be of help, just call and ask
to speak with either Bill Moyes, Mike Shepard, or Don Gilmore. We'll be happy to talk with you.
'All rank, and sham, are from Winter I9u. Arbitron. Mon-Sun. ,AM- Mid

,
Mike Shepard
Senior VP

Bill Moyes
President

Don Gilmore
Ixecutive VP

Mayes Research Associates
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THE LATEST
FROM DRUCKER

Do You Have
What it Takes?

"No single person has influenced
the course of business in the 20th
century as much as Peter Drucker.
He practically invented management as adiscipline in the 1950s,"
writes Jennifer Reingold in
Businessweek magazine. Peter
Drucker is often quoted by Radio
sales trainers, and his books are
part of the required reading for
Radio managers.
In his latest. Drucker examines social and economic changes
taking place in our society. The book
explains why management should
address these changes. If you are

1

How's your performance and your performance credibility? Of course, you have

to deliver results, but you're unlikely to do so if
you haven't developed performance forecasts for
the next eight quarters, not just the usual four.
You should have ideas now for changes you may
have to make six to eight quarters out.

q Are you focused on the basics of execution? You should feel connected to tiie

flow of information abcut your company. That includes regu-

Management/
Challeng es
for the
21" Century

attempting acareer in our everchanging business climate, the latest Drucker book is amust-read.

lar, direct intoaction with o.staneis and employees. Are you following through on all major commitments from your direct

«nti e
lien'ZTile

reports? Are you listening to the inner voice that tells you

3

whether these things are going well or not?
Is bad news coming to you regularly? Every company has
bad news, usually lots of it. If you are not hearing it, are

you letting the trouble build? The information you get
should force you to take your competitors seriously.
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Is your own team disconnected? Top subordinates ,,...,..,--,,,,,,,,,..
often start bailing out before aCEO goes down. EZI ' :;',..e. '

Source: Fortune magazine

Rules For Your Road Show
Taking your Radio station public soon? Here are five survival rules from
Proxicom CEO Raul Fernandez in The Industry Standard.
1. Skip the lavish dinners with bankers in every city. Get to bed. You are giving the performance of alifetime. There's plenty of time to play later.
2. Prepare to spar mentally with the brightest that our MBA system has to offer.
3. Always be professional and polite. Some people will be rude and ignorant
no matter how much education they have or money they manage.
4. Prepare for " long lost friends" who want to be on your "friends" list.
5. Do anything you have to do to get pumped every morning.

Broadcasters'
Foundation
Sets Golf Tournament

L.

The first annual Broadcasters' Foundation
Golf Tournament will be held Mon., Oct. 18, 1999,
at the Manhattan Woods Golf course in West Nyack, N.Y.
The registration fee is $
400 and will be used to benefit broadcasters in need. There is alimit of 120 players. To register for the
tournament, contact Gordon Hastings at 203-862-8577.
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Who's In Chare Your Desk

Or You?

8. Work with fewer visual desktop distractions. Clear your desktop as
much as you can before leaving work so you can start the next day
with high energy.
7. Remove all post- it notes
other distractions by putting them into
an easily accessible wort
file called "notes," "stuff,"
"short-term" or "daily."
6. Continually assess what tr•lorr. , on your desk vs. in it or near it
5. Keep at least 20 percent of you - drawer space vacant to accommodate the latest additions. Seek ? nt! discard outdated, irrelevant
and/or trivial items. Stay lean.
4. Walk, stretch or stand up every 21.1 minutes, or whenever you get the
urge to promote good circula:,.m. If it helps, exchange desk chairs.
3. Adjust your PC screen 'refre! ,
l-, rate periodically to avoid eyestrain.
2. Make your desk surroundings support your working style. Buy
.
any reasonably priced item Cie enhances your productivity or
peace of mind.
1. Take comfort at your desk. It is not aplace of high anxiety. It is
where you rule.
Source: 14 Davidson atjeff@breathn.bpacc.com

Success
Talent xClear Expectations
by Chet Tart

T

he No. 1reason for turnover, especially in the sales arena, is management's
lack of attention to employees. Sometimes we hire the right people but manage them incorrectly.

HIRING

How specific are you in your ad and your interviewing process? Do you understand exactly what you want? If you do, does the interviewing process include
an explanation of your systems, culture and expectations? When hiring new people, do you ask yourself, " if this candidate is hired, what problems will he solve for
the organization?"
Hiring is only the first step in developing amatch between you and the candidate. You also need a90- day plan to make the candidate familiar with your organization's expectations. Ihave seen Radio station salespeople set up in training
that included two days of watching old sales tapes, looking for leads in newspapers and observing veteran salespeople rest on their laurels with the prime accounts.

The most frequent response that people receive to their daily performance is
no response at all. Most managers make
an effort to talk to employees only when
they make amistake. This zaps the life
from their performance. People leave jobs
because they do not receive enough support or feedback from managers. If you
do not pay attention to your new hire,
someone else will. The key to developing people is to catch them doing something right and to praise with specifics.

ACCOUNTABILITY

The most important part of developing your team is accountability. Managers don't enforce accountability because
most are afraid to act for fear of losing
veteran or new hires. A good rule of
thumb is to " inspect" what you ' expect."
Accountability will build trust and honesty, and speed up the development of a
healthy culture.
PRAISE
We live in asociety that is weak
Most managers simply hope that the new hire makes it. Instead, managers should when it comes to accountability. Manwalk around, ask questions, focus on results and be there for their new hires. Show agers who do not enforce accountabilithe candidates how they can do their best. Great salespeople are not hired but rather ty destroy the process of building a
molded and developed — like an athlete who undergoes constant training.
high-performance team. Accountability
is not blaming others but, rather, ourselves for the mistakes at our stations.
It's about learning and growing. It's also
about recognizing that we all have choic
es and accepting the consequences oi
those choices.
The only way you can hold your
people accountable is to keep close tabs
on what you want them to treat as important. Look at your organization. What
message are you sending? Are you causing high turnover?
If no one is going to the trouble to
measure results, why expect employees to
produce results? If you're not willing to give
some extra effort, why should your people?
The real heroism in leadership is havAd Sales • Nows • Programming • Promotion
ing the courage to face reality and help
the people around you face it as well. MoThe Questions you should be asking...
bilize people to tackle tough challenges.
the Answers • ;uneed to know'
Take responsibility and provide clear direction and support. You'll see adiffer
ence in the culture. tei

Affordable
Research & Surveys
Customized for Your Station.

Chet Tart is VP)G.
M
. of
Radio Ink magazine. He may
be reached at 561-655-8778
or by E-mail at
chettarteraclioink com

To subscrii,e, c,oR 1.300-610-577

ENTREPRENEURIAL CORNER

Purchasing Your Dream Station
With No Money Down
by 1.1 McKay

T

he key to success with ano-money-down approach for purchasing aRadio station is amotivated buyer. There's one in almost every city. His station probably isn't making money or has amediocre signal — adefinite " fixer upper." If
you have the ability to focus on direct sales and creative revenue generating options,
this could be your station.
Individuals or small station groups own these stations. Ask yourself, "Why hasn't someone else bought the station?" Chances are that no one has ever asked the
owner. Or this could be astation that has been in afamily for years. Or, it could
be aconcerned owner who wants to insure that his employees have afuture in the
company. Find out why, then ask yourself if you can work within those boundaries.
The goal is not just to buy the Radio station. It is to develop arelationship of
trust with the owner and strike adeal that's awin for both parties.
With this kind of sale, you and the owner will have apartnership with the
Radio station. You can't just use the technique of building trust. You must be genuine in your efforts. If you do this successfully, you will find that the reasons for
resistance to the sale have very little to do with money.
So, where do you get the money for the station? Have the owners carry paper on

What is the best procedure
to LMA astation in order to protect the
licensee and the broker?
ocal Marketing Agreement

Even when 100 percent of

the property. Structure the deal so they
receive the benefits of this arrangement.
Perhaps they need asteady stream
of income for retirement or want to minimize capital gains on the property. Find
out what the owner's financial goals are
and help him achieve them through the
sale. By maintaining the real market
value of the property for the sale, the
owner has little risk in the venture.
If you are strapped financially, are
new to business or want to minimize
your risk, you may wish to bring in a
more seasoned businessperson or broadcaster as apartner on the venture. Doing
so can minimize risk for all the parties,
making it an attractive option. ei
McKay is the owner of
Great Talk /
150 AM
Portland, Ore. She may be
reached a/ 503-312-5521 or
by E-mail at
jjmckay@aol.com

contests and promotions, obscenity and indecency, false and
misleading advertising, defamatory statements, and political
programming.
The station must also
ensure that public affairs programming is aired, whether by
the broker or the licensee itself,
and must prepare quarterly issue
/program lists and see that they
are placed i1 the local public file.
Finances
Under an LMA, the station

station's main studio for asubstantial amount of time on a
daily basis. The salaries of both
employees must be drawn from
the licensee's account, although
the broker may reimburse the
licensee for these salaries. The
manager must truly perform
managerial duties at the station.
Within 30 days after it is
executed, the LMA must be
filed with the FCC and placed
in the local public inspection
file of the station and possiI'
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Experts Say 40 - 60% of Radio Rev

Are You Ignoring The Threat
CONFERENCE

Who
Should
Attend
And Why

Where were poles

October 12-15, 1999
vw.wradioink.com/conference
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he Internet is
becoming such an
important part of
Radio that Radio professionals who are serious
about continued success
in the industry need to
attend. You will learn
about changes that will
affect advertising,
management, sales and
programming.
Bring The Team:
Anyone hearing this information for the first time
would be hard-pressed to
take it home and translate
it in full to the team who
will be working on an
Internet strategy. Having
the management team
hear everything together
will give you achance to
brainstorm your own
needs on breaks, lunches

and dinners while the
information is fresh, and
while you have achance
to ask questions. This will
create synergy and fresh,
innovative ideas and applications for your stations.
Bring the GM, PD, GSM
and NTR Director! This
may be amore important
place to send the entire
team, because you won't
find these speakers in a
traditional Radio convention environment. Our
very first registrant was a
station sending 12 people.

dollars ayear. We bring
you strategies for advertising and e-commerce.
Advertising will change.
You need to know how
the Internet does business and what happens
to local retail.

General Managers:
Your presence is necessary to lead your station
into this critical revolution. You will hold your
station back if you
assume that your people
can be sent to bring it
home. Without your
support and clear understanding, you risk failure.

Program Directors:
PDs face loss of listening
due to time shared with
the Internet, Internet
Radio and other media
You face changes in
promotions, research
and listener needs. This
conference will help you
understand how to
compete, what you face,
and how to create
alternative solutions.
Also for Webmasters,
Noncommercial
Broadcasters, Educators,
and College Students.

Sales Managers:
HUGE dollars are quietly
being made on the
Internet. One mid market Radio station is
selling an extra million

NTH Directors:
The Internet is providing
ahuge growth opportunity
in the area of nontraditional revenue. There is
big money to be made
in this arena, and we'll
show you what stations
are doing to make it.

Save
$300

enue will be LOST to the Interne'.

Of The Internet On Radio?
Mark Cuban

Cutting-Edge Internet Sessions
•

The Internet's Effect on Radio's

CEO/ Founder
Broadcast.com

•

Technology And The Future

•

Radio Promotion: The Internet's

Radio's Biggest Emerging

Untapped Opportunities

Category: Dot- Corn Advertisers
•
•

•

Change Your Perspective On

Internet/Radio Success Story?

Your Opportunities

Internet- Only Radio: Competition

•

What Should A Great Radio
Website Accomplish?

•

Internet Branding: Your Station's

•

111

Making Money On the Net In

Can You Still Make Money With

The Unique World Of

Chris Kitse

Internet Advertising

Missed Strategy
One- to- One Internet Marketing

•

CEO
NBC interactive

Internet Strategies Of
Radio Groups

•

Radio: 7Strategies

To Stream or Not To Stream

Sessions subject to change without notice.

•

7
1
-e Truth That Broadcasters Deny

Heurs

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

October 12

October 13

October 14

October 15

9am

Sessions

Sessions

Sessions

12:00 pm

Lunch

Lunch

Aujourn
Cunfereike

3:00-5:00 pm

Registration

Sessions

Sessions

5:C) pm

Sessions
Cocktails

Break
for Dinner

Break
for Dinner

7:0 pm

Dinner

Evening Sessions

Fvenina Sessions

Registration Costs: -*\
Radio I
ik Internet Conference
$995 3efore August 15th
$1,295 After August 15th
Internet Basics Course

All sessions are held in the auditorium;
there are no breakout sessions. We believe
this information is so new, it is important for
all attendees to hear together.
Subject to change without notice.

(Hell oefore conference on
Register Online:

Jct. 12, 9am-4pm)

David Samuel
CEO/Founder
Spinner.Com

Seats not reserved until
,,,/

Plus:
Terry Simpson,

Phone:

Paul Salto
Director
Institute for the
Future

Mike Weiss
Former
President
WebRadio.com

www.radioink.comkonference

800-610-5771

Amy VanHook,
Susquehanna
Interactive
Kristin Gordon,
Radio Ink
Internet Editor
Chad Meisinger,
CEO,
First Internet
Media
Brad Brunell,
Microsoft
Nathan " Bill"
Pearson, CEO,
Radio Wave. corn
Greg Verdino,
Executive VP
Arbitron
Interactive
Mitch Ribak,
Internet
Community
Concepts
Adam Guild,
Interep Interactive

Fax: 561-655-6164

$295 Before August 15th
5455 After August 15th
payment is received

Kevin Ryan
President/CEO

Banner Advertising?

make money from too

•

Will Poole
Senior Executive
Microsoft

DoubleClick

Online Retailing: What you can
provide to your advertisers and

•

Exciting Products Which Will

Case Study: A Million Dollar

or Convergence?
•

August 15th!

X00M.corn

Top Spending Ad Categories
•

by registering before

or 561-655-8778

Mail Payments to: Radio Ink Internet Conference,
224 Datura Street, Suite 701, West Palm Beach, FL 33401

Cathy Taylor,
Editor AdWeek IQ
Brian Glicklich,
Premiere' Radio
Networks • •
Interactive
John Rizzuti,
CEO, Rizzuticom

And more than
50 other experts!
HURRY!
Attendance limited
to 607 seats and they
are filling up fast!

Ideas to Knock the Socks
Off Your Competition!
Bestmkept Marketing
Secrets Exposed Live!
FROM:
Harvey Mackay

4

Laura Kroll
Roy Williams
Bob Davis
Sylvia Allen
Sean Luce
Nlichael Corbett
Harry Beckwith .

Best-selling Book Author—
Sieg,
Swim with the Sharks, Pushing the Envelope
e
'ee
Media Buyer for Intel
Author — Wizard of Ads
Non-Traditional Revenue Specialist
Expert on Sponsorship Selling
National Radio Sales Trainer
Best- Selling Author- 33 Rules of Ruthless Advertising
. Author — Selling the Invisible
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Radio Ink Live— one- hour monthly audio cassette series

No Nonsense "Take No Prisoners" Tactics & Ideas
To Build The Most Powerful Marketing Assault Force.
Each tape retails for $ 19.99 twelve times ayear for atotal of $239.88

ORDER NOW AND SAVE $ 50!

RADIO INK LIVE $ 198 per year! Only $ 16.50 per month!
Radio Ink Live is NOT the magazine on tape...It's just cash- making ideas!
Money- Back Guarantee:
If at any time Radio Ink Live doesn't live up to your expectations,
we'll refund the unused portion of your subscription.
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EVENTS CALENDAR
ARBITRON DATES
Summer 1999: July 1-Sept. 22
Fall 1999: Sept. 23-Dec. 15
Winter 2000: Jan. 6-Mar. 29
Spring 2000: Mar. 30-June 21

JULY
July 22-25 — The Programmers Conclave (Upper Midwest
Communications), Minneapolis It 612-927-4487
July 22-25 — Idaho Broadcasters Convention, Sun Valley
It 208-345-3072
July 23-25 — Alabama Broadcasters Assoc. 1999 Summer
Convention, Gulf Shores, AL tr 205-979-1690
July 24-26 — California Broadcasters Convention, Monterey
It 916-444-2237
July 24-27 — NAB Radio Executive Development Program at
Georgetown, Washington, DC
Tr 202-775-3527, Website: www.nab.org

AUGUST

1

&

••?

Aug. 4-7 — Assoc. for Education in Journalism & Mass
Communications 82nd Annual Convention, New Orleans
It 803-777-2005, Website: www.aejmc.org
Aug. 5 — Arbitrons "Beyond the Basics" PO Seminar, Denver
It 972-385-5357 (contact: Bob Michaels)
Aug. 5-7 — Arkansas Broadcasters Convention, Little Rock , AR
U 501-227-7564
Aug. 6-7 — 4th Annual International Radio Creative &
Production Summit, Los Angeles
Ir 310-476-8111, Website: www.danoday.com
Aug. 8-10 - North Carolina Broadcasters Convention, Myrtle
Beach, SC It 919-821-7300
Aug. 12-14 -- Morning Show Boot Camp 199, New Orleans
It 770-926-7573
Aug. 12-15 — Morning Show Retreat, Wilko Communications,
Los Angeles 1r 310-664-1193
Aug. 19 — Arbitrons "Beyond the Basics" Seminar, Columbus,
OH It 972-385-5357 (contact: Bob Michaels)
Aug. 19-21 — American Women in Radio & TV 48th Annual
Convention, Chicago Ir 703-506-3290
Aug. 19-21 — Nebraska Broadcasters Convention, Nebraska City
tr 402-333-3034
Aug. 19-21 — West Virginia Broadcasters Convention, White
Sulphur Springs, VW 1r 304-744-2134
Aug. 19-21 — South Carolina Broadcasters Convention, Myrtle
Beach, SC tr 803-777-6183
Aug. 25-27 — NAB Latin American Radiodifusion Operations
Conference, Miami Beach, FL
It 202-775-3527, Website, www.nab.org
Aug. 31- Sept. 3 — 1999 NAB Radio Show, Orlando, FL
tr 202-775-3521, Website: www.nab.org

SEPTEMBER

Cf.

o

sept. 8-10 — WICT Executive Development Seminar, Loveland,
CO 1r312-634-2330
Sept. 9-12 — Michigan Assoc. of Broadcasters Annual
Conference, Mackinac Island. MI
tr 517-484-7444, Website: bwdiv.michmab.com
Sept. 10-12 — American Women in Radio and Television 48th
Annual Convention, Washington, DC Ir 703-506-3290
Sept. 10-14 — International Broadcasting Convention,
Amsterdam tr +44-171-240-3839 (contact: Joanne Jones)
Sept. 15-17 — North Dakota Broadcasters Convention, Minot, ND
1r 701-258-1332
Sept. 15-18 — National Conference of Editorial Writers 53rd
Annual Convention, Denver It 301-984-3015
Sept. 16 — Southern California Broadcasters Assoc. RADIOFEST
e99, Burbank, CA It 323-938-3100
Sept. 16-18 — Tennessee Broadcasters Convention,
Chattanooga tr 615-399-3791
Sept. 9-12 — Michigan Assoc. Of Broadcasters Annual
Conference, Mackinac Island, MI It 517-484-7444
Sept. 22-23 — Arbitron 101 PD Seminar, Columbia, MD
It 972-385-5357 (contact: Bob Michaels)
Sept. 22-24 — Broadcast Technology Society ( IEEE) 49th Annual
Technology Symposium, Washington, DC It 703-591-0110
Sept. 23 — International Radio & Television Society Foundation
(IRISE) Newsmaker Luncheon, New York
It 212-867-6650, Website: www.irts.org
Sept. 24 — Alaska Broadcasters Convention, Fairbanks, AK
U 907-258-2424
Sept. 29-Oct. 2 — Radio-Television News Directors Assoc.
International Conference and Exhibition, Charlotte, NC
It 202-659-6510, Website: www.rInda.orghlnda
Sept. 30-Oct. 1 — Washington Broadcasters Convention.
Bellevue, WA It 360-705-0774

RADIO INK— JULY 19, 1999

Sept. 30-Oct. 2 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters Convention,
Medford, OR tr 541-343-2101

OCTOBER
Oct. 3-5 — Society of Professional Journalists National
Convention, Indianapolis, IN
tr 765-653-3333, Website: wviw.spj.org/
Oct. 4-6 — North American Broadcasters Assoc. NANBA-EBU
Radio Conference, Montreal, Canada
Ist 416-598-9877 or E-mail: pferreiragetvo.org:
Website: www.TVO.org/NANBA
Oct. 4-7 — NAB Satellite Uplink Seminar, Washington, DC
Ir 202-775-3527, Website, www.nab.org
Oct. 5-7 — NAB Education Foundation Journalism Seminar,
Atlanta u 202-775-3527, Website: www.nab.org
Oct. 12-13 — Ohio Broadcasters Convention, Columbus, OH
U 614-228-4052
Oct 12-15 — Radio Ink Internet Conference, Silicon Valley, CA
800-610-5771. Website: wtwisadioink.com/conference
Oct. 14 - Arbitrons "Beyond the Basics" PD Seminar, Orlando, FL
tr 972-385-5357 (contact: Bob Michaels)
Oct. 14-15 — New Hampshire Broadcasters Convention, Bedford,
NH It 603-472-9800
Oct. 15-17 — First MusicBiz 2005 futurist music conference,
San Francisco
It 415-227-0894 or E-mail info@hatschek.com
Oct. 16-19 — Electronic Retailing Assoc. 1999 Annual
Conference, Las Vegas It 202-289-6462
Oct. 19— IRISE Newsmaker Luncheon, New York
1r 212-867-6650, Website: veweirts.org
Oct. 19-21 — Society of Broadcast Engineers National Meeting,
Madison, WI e 317-253-1640
Oct. 20-23 — National Broadcast Assoc. for Community Affairs
Annual Convention. Minneapolis IT 202-857-1155
Oct. 21 — Bayliss Foundation Media Roast, New York,
tr 831-624-1536, Ext. 240
Oct. 21 — Connecticut Broadcasters Convention, Farmington
tr 860-633-5031
Oct. 23-25 — NAB European Radio Operations Conference.
Brussels, Belgium It 202-775-3527, Website: www.nab.org
Oct. 27-31 — Collegiate Broadcasters Inc. (tied to College Media
Advisors), National Conference, Atlanta tr 716-395-5626
Oct. 31- Nov. 2 — Canadian Association of Broadcasters Annual
Convention, Montreal, Canada Ir 613-233-4035, Website:
www.cab-acr.ca/welcome.htm

NOVEMBER
Nov. 3-5 — 3rd Radio Ink Radio Vendors Summit, Delray
Beach, FL IT 800-610-5711
Nov. 10-11 — Arbitrons " Beyond the Basics" PD Seminar
(includes Arbitron University), Columbia, MD
Tr 972-385-5357 (contact: Bob Michaels)
Nov. 10-14 — National Assoc. of Farm Broadcasters Annual
Convention, Kansas City, MO
tr 612-224-0508, Website: www.nafb.com

DECEMBER
Dec. 10 — (New York Market Radio) NYMRAD's Christmas Party.
New York City, It 212-808-4330

YEAR 2000
Jan. 6-9 — 2000 International CES (Consumer Electronics
Manufacturers Assoc.). Las Vegas 1r 703-907-7500
Feb. 5-6 — National Religious Broadcasters 57th Annual NRB
Convention & Exposition. Anaheim. CA
Feb. 16-19 — RAB 2000, Denver
Tr 912-153-6740, Website: www.rab.com
Feb. 21-23 — Great Lakes Broadcasting Conference, Lansing, MI
tr 517-484-07444, Website: » W. michmab.com
March 1-5 — Canadian Music Week, Toronto It 416-695-9236
April 10-13 — NAB 2000, Las Vegas 1r 202-775-3527,
Website: www.nab.org/
May 21-24 — Broadcast Cable Financial Management 40th
Annual Conference, San Diego, CA e 847-296-0200
Sept. 13-16 — Radio-Television News Directors Assoc.
Conference & Exhibition, Minneapolis Tr 202-659-6510
Sept 20-23 — NAB Radio Show, San Francisco
202-715-3527, Website: www.nab.org

MARK YOUR GALktitàAat

IN TWO NEW BOOKS!
If You Want To Sell More...

If You Want To Earn More...
Follow the Laws. LUCE'S LAWS.
Presenting the most-wanted infor-

mation in Radio from
Sean Luce, award-winning manager, trainer and motivator
•Luce's Laws- 10 Steps to Sales Success
'Luce's Leadership Laws —
10 Steps To Managing Sales Success
These 2books give you the tools you need —
in simple, understandable and easy-to-implement steps — to meet and surpass your personal and professional income goals.
Stop dreaming about success! If you're really ready, now is the time to learn from the
Master of Raciio Sales, Sean Luce, and take
your career to the highest level.
Luce's Laws — 10 Steps to Sales Success
is for Account Executives.
Luce's Leadership Laws — 10 Steps To
Managing Sales Success is for Managers.
Both books are complete and comprehensive. If you've ever seen or heard Sean Luce
speak, this is what you've been waiting fori
Order today.
10 Steps to Sales Success
$39
Luce's Leadership Laws 0 Steps to Managing
Sales Success
$79
CALL NOW:

800-610-5771
(OUTSIDE NORTH AMERICA:
561-655-87781

FAX ORDERS: 561-655-6164

Ont 12-15 1
,
KKI Silicon Valley . CA

Radio Ink
Internet Conference

1
-u[ hiturni,tiui call 800-610-5111.
Website www.radioink.coni/conterence
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COPY CLIPS

Have afew good spots you'd like to share? E-mail them to edryan@radioink.com

RESTAURANT

one's talkin' about ... Wednesdays ... Half-price burgers,
Thursdays ... a12-ounce KC Strip or 6-ounce filet,
$10.95! Plus, unbelievable daily drink specials! All this in
acomfortable, family-friendly atmosphere with akids'
menu and atrain they'll love! Kid: Talk Of The Town's
desserts are deeee-licious!! (sfx: dog barks ... urff urff)
Anncr: Everybody's talkin'! Why? Cause Talk Of The Town
Grill and Bar at 119th and Ouivira is "The Talk Of The
Town!''
Kirk Halbert, KMXV/ KUDL-FM Kansas City, MO

:60 Talk Of The Town
Sounder: (deep voice echo) Everybody's talkin' about
"Talk Of The Town." (sfx: static — channel clicks) Vc. 1:
(newsy bed under) Welcome to TV News 42... Tonight, we
take you to Talk Of The Town at 119th and Quivira.
(sounder) Vc. 2: (different newsy bed under) You're listening to KUDL News. Topping the Hour is Mondaythrough-Friday $3.99 lunch specials at Talk Of The Town.
(sounder) Vc. 3: ( sfx: generic music under) Here it is,
Ashley, in today's paper (sfx: paper crinkles) ... Talk Of The
Town has happy hour Monday through Friday from 3to 6
with half-price appetizers ... And, look down here ... The
Late Night Special, half-price appetizers 10 to midnight!
Let's go! (sounder) (sfx: upbeat bed enters) Anne: Talk
Of The Town is the talk of the town with specials every

Sports Shop
:30 Duguay Sports
Anncr: Golf season is officially on at Duguay Sports! ( sfx:
golf swing) ( background voice — Homer Simpson- like:
"DON'T") (sfx: shattered glass) Anncr: ( uneasy) Buy 11

world-famous golf clubs at

W

Duguay this week and get afree
putter! (sfx: golf swing, ball

tLIPS

1

L1JJ

bouncing around, lands in
trashcan) Anncr: (worried)
Plus, buy agolf bag and get
afree glove! ( background:
angry mumbling, yells
FOOORRE!) (sfx: shelves crashing, les of noises ,Arnim
There are many more great specials in store ... But, Hey!
(visibly stopping the other guy from swinging) Golf season
has started at Duguay Sports, but you could much improve
your golf swing by playing OUTSIDE the store! Voice: Oh!
Anncr: Duguay Sports, 400 Tache Blvd. in Hull!
Jean-Marc Dufresne, CMG Radio Media, Gatineau,
Quebec

Furniture Rental

Affordable
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Our new WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the $ 50,000 automation systems, but
is priced reasonably like software riot gold-plated broadcast hardware . We often
hear, ' it can't be true!" More than 1000 :; itisfied users worldwide prove the contrary.
WaveStation includes a pc werful & gnat audio editor ano tiles standard or
compressed audio files, includirw MP3. On-screen Voice-Track editing, time- shift
recording, serial port control. WebCast ready. Full automation, satellite, voice track
and live assist. No recurring fees, Frne upgrades. Microsoft Window.' ct5, 98 or NT.

888-ISIUSO
teal*

Onl y

$999

:30 Rent-A-Center
(sfx: sound of baseball being hit, ballpark organ music
in and under) Anncr: Don't strike out with those other
teams! At RentACenter, you're guaranteed ahome
run, no matter what your credit is. They fill the stadium
with the best brand- name furniture from Laz-E-Boy,
England-Corsair and Ashley. Choose bedroom suites,
dining rooms, sofas and love seats. And Rent-A-Center
makes it easy to round the bases with Packard Bell
Tower computers equipped with the new Celeron processor. Plus, right now, you'Bgo home awinner with your
first week's rent for juste cents. See store manager for
details. Get up to bat today at Rent-A-Center, Hamilton
Street. Geneva!
Scott R. Hamula, The Radio Group, Geneva, N.Y.

Real Estate
:60 Re/Max
Anncr: Re/Max — Your neighborhood real estate people
servicing the world! Behind every Re/Max agent is an
individual story of commitment to service and good, old
fashioned values. At Re/Max Home Center, they don't
think of themselves as just aplace to buy real estate.
Re/Max Realtors are your neighbors! Re/Max Home Center
has experienced, fully qualified and trained agents who
work full-time toward achieving your only goal — selling.
or buying, your home! Marilyn Schopp approaches real
estate sales with aservice-first approach. You, as the
client, come first, foremost and always. Marilyn
approaches real estate service from adifferent point of
view — yours! She listens. She truly listens to your goals
and immediately develops aplan that continues throughout your transaction. Marilyn works hard for you, with
energy and apositive attitude. It's comforting to work with
someone who has your best interests in mind — always.
You'll find it apleasure to talk with areal estate agent
who sees things from your point of view ... Marilyn Schopp
— The Re/Max agent who listens to you! Call Marilyn
Schopp at 823-5563 today!
Mackie Berro, WZKL-FMAVDPN-AM Alli ce, OH

Need more ready-made scr Its for spots?
Call 800-610-5771 today and order one or '
of the following
volumes of Proven Radio Copy: lRetail; Entertainment/
Food/Restaurants; 3, Automotivel Prole ional Soma's
0.

\1)1 0
colr'

wive. belies* fr;
. r BSI
To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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TALK RADIO

Originality
Talk's Lost Art
by Walter Sabo

I

t's flattering when people tell me that
they copy these columns and give them
out to the staff. If they have any value at
all, it's that they may spark an original idea
or two for solving problems at your station.
But, please don't just "open, heat and eat."
Here's what we know about copies:
They are worse than originals. This is particularly true of programming ideas. Radio's
inherent strength is to reflect instantly a
local market's needs and tastes at this moment in time. When an idea is copied, it
moves from this space and this time. It will
never be as good as the original.
Before copying hack phrases, like
"Your favorites from the '60s, '70s, '80s
and today ..." or "The best variety of
today's favorites without all the talk ...
did you do any research in your city? Or
did you just copy it because you heard it
worked someplace?
The most successful Radio stations
have always been those that can't be
copied. That's because every single second is created for one place, one specific listener and one moment in time.
KDKA Pittsburgh, KG0 San Francisco
and WRKO Boston are solid examples of
home runs that could not be duplicated.
Strangely, many potatoheads actually think aprogramming idea is bad because " it wouldn't work in another
market." They come up with wacky
guidelines like, " It has to work in 20 markets to be aformat." Never have two stations sounded anything alike. For example,
some FM Talk stations have newsrooms
of more than 20 people, and others don't
have anewsroom at all.
The job of aprogrammer is to embrace and deploy superior knowledge of
his potential audience. The better you
know the audience, the less the station will
sound like other stations, and the more
local it becomes. The result is abetter business and more stable business because your
sound — your product — sounds more familiar to your market, not someone else's.
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What about syndication? There is no home run with syndication in every
single city. A show that gets you ratings is agood show. Ratings, not duplication, determines ashow's or format's success. If asyndicated show gets you ratings, it's agreat show. If it doesn't, it's not. It doesn't matter what it did elsewhere.
The key to selecting asyndicated show is to make sure it is " local" to your
target listener. Just like music, if the format of asyndicated Talk show doesn't

if

III

The most successful Radio stations have always
Mry
been those
sittlethat
second
can'tisbe
created
copied.forThat's
one place,
becausI
specific listener and one moment in time,
match up with the rest of your station, all of your cume is scattered.
Do whatever is necessary to make the show your own with proper identification, custom promos from the host, and smooth technical transitions.
That should be obus, but you'd be surprised. If it's integrated properly, it
shouldn't sound
it does on any other station. Your stagecraft will make
it an original.
When I'm told that ahuge hit like WTKS-FM Orlando or New
Jersey 101.5 would never work in another city, Isay thanks ... that's
the point. el
Walter Sabo is President of Sabo Media. He may be reached at 212-808-300$ or
by E-mail at SaboMedia@CompuServ.com

he

TOP OF M IND AWARENESS = M ARKET SHARE

Where do businesses rank
in the minds of consumers
in your market?
VVont to liliOW?
THEY DO!!
is the most powerrul sales tool avaqable to the broadcast industry.
In fact.. it's the first and only measuremem uf advertising effectiveness. The TOMA
survey is abustneis report card. Sell ne \ lents. Up-sell current clients.
ATOMA Survey

"Have generated over $300,000 in new sales in 8weeks...
definitely worth the investment?
Christian Miller, Sales Manager
West Virginia Radio Corp., Charleston, WV
(304) 342-8131
Call TOMA Reserc,rch Today:

800-597 ,9798
Larry A. Messick

Toe4

VP 1.1( adcast Division

II 1
.
4100410-5).
71:
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PROFILE

Super Duo

Ben And Brian Reveal
How To Create
Morning Show Chemistry

K

eeping amorning team together can
he as challenging as sustaining amarriage. Different personalities, big
egos and hours together every day add
to the challenge, not to mention the pressure, to perform in the ratings.
Ben and Brian make up the morning
team at Country- formatted KMLE-FM
Phoenix. They are entering their second year
of 'sYndication. United Stations syndicates
the weekend countdown program Super Country With Ben and Brian. Here, they share some
of the secrets to their success.
How dirt the two of you start working
together?
Brian: Doug Hammond, who is running
the Bull in Lexington, put us together in
November 1994. He was aware of Ben's
impressions, and Isent him atape of me
doing nights. Iam pretty much your
straight- ahead board op, keep- the- showon- time kind of guy. He thought the two
of us together might work, sort of like
chocolate and peanut butter because we
are very different.
In the spring of 1996, we left Lexington for Phoenix to take over Camel from
Tim and Willy after they went to Chicago. We have been here for more than three
years now, and it has been going very well.
Why do you think you have been so successful?
Brian: One of the things that makes our
chemistry successful is that we are both
31. We both graduated from high school
and college the same year, and we have a
lot of the same comedic reference points.
The difference between us is, in the
movie The Holy Grail, Iwill find one scene
to be the funniest, and he will like another. We find different things funny.
We are on the same map, just in different parts of town. What is good about
that is it keeps the comedy fre • ,.
As long as people are enjoying themselves and the music, the Radio becomes
their friend and companion, rnd that is
why it works. We are two guys pe. pie like
to hang around.

40

Ben Campbell ( I) ant Brian Egan of Super Country With Befl And Brian and KMLE-FM Phoenix

THE PHOENIX POW
What is your Phoenix show about?
BRIAN: We are on 5:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m., weekdays, in Phoenix. We play seven to eight
songs an hour. We have four basic stop down segments during which we try to be funnyfast, whether it is with alistener-phone call, acharacter bit or aparody song.
We try to keep it at two minutes: With inventory these days, you have to hit and
run: If it is funny in three minutes and you can make it funny in two, make it funny in
two — and you just made the station another $450.
Are you considering morning- show syndication?
BEN :We have not given up on it. Idon tknow if it is agoal right now. We are in afierce
battle here in Phoenix with KNIX. Right now, we are trying to do the best local
Radio show for Phoenix. But, we are always open for opportunity. And, if there were
ademand and people were knocking at our door saying, 'Hey, you 'irant to be syndicated?' — well, okay. Then we'd say, Iguess this is what people want. But now, the way
the format is, and the way guys are programming Radio stations around the country,
syndicated Country is not in demand. One of the things we have always kicked around
is how we would adjust our show to be national.

THE COUNTDOWNSHOW
What is the focus of your countdown show?
Brian: The couptclown show will be two years old this summer, and we are on 85 stations now. We like Joing things that are topical. We try to scan ahead in terms of the
focus of the show. Is it tax weekend or something else?
We try to remember that the most important thing is the music. We really are big
fans of the stars we play on the cluntdown. We try to get as much information about the
stars as we can and deliver it to the audience.
Who do the two of you admire the most?
Ben: Ilike Bob and Tom. Iknow they are Rock and Roll and do atotally different show
than we do, but we kind of do abit-oriented show like they do with alot of characters
— theater of the mind. They are masters of theater of the mind. Ithink that is what we
do for Country listeners.
Brian:I have been ahuge fan of Dick Clark. One of the things that impressed me as a
kid is how he has ah, ays leen able to stay in touch with what is hip. el

To subs—ribo, col. 1-800-61'0.5771
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Online Recruitment
Is HOT Category
II With the economy sizzling,
finding great people has become
big business. Here are the top
five online recruitment Websites
and the haffic they generate.
Site
Unique Visitors
1) Monster.corn
2,137,000
2) CareerPath corn
1,111,000
3) CareerMosaic.com
965,000
4) jobsearch.org
726,000
5) headhunternet
576,000
Source: Media Metrix
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Please send news contributions to edryanaradioink.ccm

Broadcaster Expands
Into Internet Business

Gateway Broadcasting, owner

'101101111111111811111111181111111111111111111111MIPP

Dot-Corn Companies Are Radio Cash Cows
Spending Continues At Furious Pace

of two small- market Radio stations, has expanded to the Internet in order to provide
Radio stations with the tools
they need to compete on the
Internet. The compan pro-

In the fourth quarter of 1998, online companies spent 529.6 million on Radio In the first
quarter of 1999, that amount jumped to $ 37.7 million.

AYardstick Of Dollars
Here are the top 10 Radio advertising sub-classes for the first quarter of 199 8.
1. Telephone Services
$40.9 million
2. Online Seven Internet Services

$37.7 million

3. National Restaurants

$33.0 million

4. Cable and Satellite Television

$19.1 million

5. Broadcast Television and Syndication

$18.8 mil:ton

6. Food Stores and Supermarkets

$14.2 million

7.

Banks, S&Ls

$13.4 million

8. Department Stores

$10.7 million

9. Car and Truck Dealers ( Domestic)

$1n.3 million

10. Farm and Chemical Fertilizers
Source: Michele Skettino, Interep 212-916-05.36

$9.8 million

TCCH-TIIRM:
DigitalSubscriberline: telephone lines that carry data as we'll as
voice. This technology is up to 30 times faster tan astandard modem.

vides stat ons with aWebsite
which includes natioral and
international news. And, it
teaches stat ons how to increase visitors by using
local news. Stations in markets 1through 10] are
charged between
$10,000 — $20,1100 for
the service. Small markets pay $ 1,000.
For more mlormatoon. Email Jim
Spicuzza at blgrimUmidwestmet
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INTERNET
station, by having call letters through the
federal government, would be protected.
We are the customers of the FCC. You
would think they would want to help us."
Rosen does not have an available list
of the domain names that he owns. "We
don't want to do that, for different reasons. If somebody is interested, he will •
Find out who owns the domain. You will
never find out how many domains anyone has because they keep it secret.
"If you go to the Network Solutions'
Website and type in the domain name,
you will find acontact name. There is a
company that has alot of Radio stations'
domains."
Rosen wouldn't share that contact
with us. e

Holding Your
Dot-Corn Hostage
Your Call Letters Are Hotter
Than Ocean- Front Property
ly Ed Ryan

W

het}ter or not you have chosen your
Internet strategy, there is one piece of
advice you should follow. Purchase your
call letters from the Internet today or pay ahigh
price later, in terms of dollars and lost marketing opportunity.

You don't need to be an Internet genius to Radio station call letters for sale at netegg.com
log on ( or get one of your younger friends to do
it), go to www.internic.net and pay $70 to purchase your call letters for two years.
Radio managers who moved slowly during the Internet switch now wish that
You Are Not
all they had to pay was $ 70. Take the Zimmer group in Cape Girardeau, MO, for
The Master Of Your
example. When the Zimmers went to the Web to search for afew of their call letters, they learned that someone else already owned them. Going price — $980.
Domain Name
Radio stations are the victims of what is
In fact, one of the sets of call letters was purchased by aRadio competitor.'
sometimes referred to as "Web squatting."
Rick Lambert, GM of KGMO Cape Cape Girardeau, purchased the dot- corn •
Cyler squatters buy your call letters and hold
call letters of aZimmer station.
them ransom. Who would do such an unscrupuZimmer phoned Lambert. " He did not say alot. There was shock on his
lous thing? It could be anyone: an overachieving
part that Icalled. He told me that he thought it was something he had to do.
convenience store clerk, your son's obnoxious
Isaid that Idid not think we were into these guerrilla games in this market, It's
unemployed best friend, adefrocked monk, or,
things like this that hold our industry back."
gasp ... your competition.
Radio Ink also contacted Lambert. The phone conversation went as follows:
How do you protect your domain name?
•
Radio Ink: Did you purchase the call letters of aZimmer station?
Act fast. Go on-line to www.networksolutions.com to see if your call letters are
Lambert: I'd rather not talk about it.
available. If they are, drop everything and
Radio Ink: What do plan to do with them?
register them right away, even if you don't
Lambert: I'd rather not talk about it.
plan on having aWebsite.
Radio Ink: Don't you think it's counterproductive to do that to another Radio station?
If your call letters are taken, click "Who
Lambert: I'd rather not talk about it.
is" on the left side of the networksolutions.com
John Zimmer says, "Three out of the four sets of call letters we searched
Website. Type in the full address, and you can find
were registered by two different companies that were specifically targetout who owns your call letters as adomain name.
ing Radio station call letters. One was aMissouri based compaYou have no inherent rights to these call letters on the Web, and the FCC " Federal Cyber
ny that wanted $ 1,000-$2,500 for the domain. The other
Cops" cannot intercede on your behalf. Right
outfit, located in Washington, D.C., wanted $5,000-$10,000,
now, there is no legal recourse to get your
based on whether it was athree- or four-letter domain."
call letters back as aWeb address.
Louis Rosen is one of those business owners. He is
Not all registered ail letters are
selling Radio station call letters for $980 apop. He says
owned by Web squrtters. Legitimate comthat it's better than being in the real estate business. In
panies in other industries may own them.
fact, for the next two weeks, Rosen will sell you your
The call letters for WSUS are being used
call letters for half price, $490. To see if he owns your
as aWeb address for acompany that discall letter domain, visit www.netegg.com.
tributes centrifuges. It's aspin-off company.
Take Rosen's half-price offer, if you can. Keep in
Terry iligham is the Director of
mind, someone purchased the Web address for wallInternet Marketing for Nassau
street.com and re- sold it for $ 100,000. It's big business.
Broadcasting Partners in New JerAnd, there are no rules to prevent anyone from buying
sey. He may be reached by E-mail at
as many Web addresses as they can afford.
thigham101@aoLcom
-.
Zimmer says, "You would almost think that aRadio
•

•
To subscribe, call 18

•
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INTERNET RADIO
Discriayer
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- Disclockey.Com

Another Internet
Threat Emerges
by Ed Ryan

T

raditional Radio now faces additi ona lchal
-

e
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a., for Mao Mash
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MERE

Moped

MON
lenges from the Internet. Discjockey.com eels
has announced that it will make its music
channels available on broadcast.com.
The company operates its channels like Radio,
with professionally produced liners and jingles, commercial stop sets with four to six units per hour, contests, and promos. According to company President
Richard Chadwick, the goal is "to create avery Radio like environment online." The target is the listen at work crowd.
Radio stations still confused by the Internet might
want to step up the pace. Arbitron continues to give
at- work Internet listening credibility, and Internet only sites are increasine All the evidence you need
is on bradcast.com.
Don't let Chadwick's quote, !We'«certie in
peace," fool you. Business is business. These sites
want your listeners.
Discjockey:com operates 110 music channels,
mostly in an automated state. A few of the shOws have
live hosts. Broadcast Electronics will be installing and
upgrading new automation equipment for the company this summer.
The story of this Website is typical. It started on
ashoestring budget. The company, based in Salem,
Mass., is now raising capital with plans to go public.
It currently employs eight people with agoal of increasing to 25 during the next three months.
Discjockey.com generates revenue through banner ads. The price for abanner ad is $ 25-$35 CPM
(cost per thousand). Advertisers include theglobe.com
and carpoint.com.
Chadwick hired Joe Furrier as his first salesperson. Furrier came from the CBS Radio Croup in
Boston. One of Furrier's goals is to incorporate interactive tags on the site. Joe Furrier moves
to disciockey.com
"We will run a': 30 spot and give
from Radio in the
the advertiser a: 5-10 live tag at the
Boston market.
end of the spot," he says. " It will provide the listener with an opportunity to interact with the advertiser
online. We can synchronize the banner on the real player. The user can
click on to get specific information
directly related to that ad." al
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"Our goal rs to create avery
Radio- like environment online."
Richard Chadwick

Ed Ryan is Edam- of Radio Ink.
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Will That
Song
"Play in
Peoria"?
The audience of aRadio station is very
fragile. It's probably one of the. most highly
studied groups on earth. Thousands of dollars worth of decisions are made, based on
what 7oo few listeners think as well as the
responses of ahandful of diary participants.
Our research on research has uncovered, not surprisingly, that the Internet has
becone amajor player. We wanted to discover all of the newest research trends.
So we posed seven hard-hitting questions
to fou research consultants, to help you
bette understand the changes now taking
place in research.
O rfour participants are: Mike Henry of
Para in Research, Bill Richards of Bill
Rich
man

ds Radio Consulting, Warren KurtzColeman Research, aid Bill Troy of
RadioResearch.com.
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RESEARCH

BAYLISS
MEDIA ROAS

IAN MI«
In theliOt Seat:

Eddie Fritts
NAB President/CEO
Master of Ceremonies:

Bill Stakelin
Regent Communications

October 21
The Pierre Hotel
New York City

For information, call

831.624.1536
or baylissroast@kagan.com

TH E
I
• JOIN
I BAYLISS
BROADCAST
FOUNDATION

Proceeds benefit the Bayliss
Radio Scholarship Fund

SPECIAL

REPORT

WHAT IS NEW IN RESEARCH? IT
SEEMS AS THOUGH NOTHING
EVER CHANGES.

Kurtzman: We understand how — to the casual, outside observer — it would seem that
little changes in the Radio research field.
Henry: It seems as if nothing in Radio re- After all, most successful stations follow a
search ever changes because research is "standard" routine of perceptual studies,
based on methodologies established long music tests, focus groups and callout rebefore Radio started using research. The search. Furthermore, some things in the recombination of "qualitative" research ( focus search field do not change, because the
groups) and "quantitative" research ( per- basic tenets of why stations succeed have
ceptual studies) is aproven research system not changed significantly.
that works for all industries, not just Radio. • If you look closely at the research
Qualitative research tells us the range being conducted by some of the leaders in
of opinions that exist in the marketplace, the field, however, you will see alot of
whereas quantitative research tells the ex- changes from just three or four years ago.
tent to which those opinions actually exist The most obvious change is in the develin the marketplace. This should not change, opment of cluster-based ( as opposed to stabecause these projects provide the essen- tion- based) strategies. We are not always
tial "knowledge" compolooking at how an individual
nent in building and
station can perform at the
updating strategic plans.
highest level possible, which
was virtually always the case
In the real research
world, "central location
afew years ago. Now, while
most of our research is still
testing" is an accepted
method to test products
station-specific, we must conon- site and in- person
sider the impact astation's
with alarge number of
strategic direction will have
people at once. Sound faon co-owned stations.
miliar? It should because,
There has also been alot
in Radio, we have audiof change in our ability to
torium music testing for
measure music appetites. We
music stations and audiwent from individual song
torium format analyses
testing to the use of music
for music and News/Talk
montages in perceptual studstations — simply central THE INTERNET IS GOING 10 ies in the '80s. Then, wideCHANGE THE YAV RADIO
location tests for Radio.
spread usage of cluster
Even atechnology GATHERS FEEDBACK FROM analysis came along in the
that Radio people con- LISTENERS. MOST OF RADIO early '90s when we introsider " new," like the conduced our FACT service.
ISN'T IET AVARE OF THE
tinuous measurement YAVE THAT IS COMING, BUT Now, we have developed for"dial" methodology, is in
IT YILL COMPLETELI TAKE mat coalition analysis which
fact several decades old.
helps us understand how
OVER RADIO IN THE NEXT
Radio shouldn't expect
music appetites combine to
18 MONTHS.
new, whiz-bang research.
form formats.
— BILL TROY
Instead, Radio must creWe are also researching
ate new, whiz-bang products from sound, far more advanced concepts than the aufundamental audience rPsearch. Research dience's music appetites and who has the
methodologies were established on acad- biggest image for contesting. A lot of
emic principles and are unlikely to change groundbreaking research is being done in
significantly over time.
the area of branding, which is aconcept
Richards: Research just gets better and more that Radio is just beginning to embrace.
fine-tuned. Yet, there are only so many Troy: There is abig change building right
ways to ask the questions, and people can't now. The Internet is going to change the
verbalize certain things. In music testing, way Radio gathers feedback from listeners.
screeners are getting tighter and more con- Most of Radio isn't yet aware of the wave
trolled as away to help Radio stations get that is coming, but -it will completely take
better, more consistent scores.
over Radio in the next 18 months.

lo subscribe
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You need quality callout information to make the

Nobody pays attention to detail or cal es about the

right airplay and rotation decisions for your radio

success of your station as much as your own staff.

station. If you're relying on out-of-house callout for

And ComQuest Callout makes it easy to produce

answers, you might find yourself lulled into afalse

reliable, accurate callout music and perceptual results,

sense of security.

week after week. With the control and flexibility you
can only enjoy with in-house callout.

After all, how can anyone outside your market
.•
possibly relate to your audience, or adhere to your
screening and recruiting parameters, week after week?
They can't. That's why your programming originates
locally, why you schedule your music in-house, and
also, why you should consider seizing control of your

ComQuest is aturnkey hassle-free system we install
at your station. Thanks to Interactive Voice Response
technology, you'll realize efficiency gains that make
ComQuest less costly than manual in-house callout,
and less than half as much as out-of-house callout.

weekly callout research, and deploying it in-house
as well.

Phone, fax or e-mail today for afree proposal.

Cam

AIMM

Interactive In-house Callout Research
www.callout.corn

619-659-3600
24- hour Demo: 619-659-3800

Seize control of your callout!
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clients. This suggests that the appeal of the
Mainstream format may be waning. People are also looking at spending less time
with Radio and more time on the Internet
and with other things.
Kurtzman: Undoubtedly, the biggest trend
is that the number of Radio listeners on the
WHAT ARE THE NEWEST TRENDS
Internet is increasing at adramatic rate.
IN LISTENER HABITS?
What we are trying to learn more about is
Henry: The most significant changes in lishow Internet usage affects how they use
the Radio.
tener habits are happening right now and
While some listeners are using the
will increase substantially in the next 10
years due to technology. Right now, lisWorld Wide Web to listen to Internet-based
stations, broadcast stations from other marteners are reshuffling their media compokets, and special events such as sports and
nents on adaily basis. It will take years for
concerts, they are also using it for other things
the dust to settle, but the trend is obvious.
that relate to Radio. For example, some are
Listeners have many more entertainment
THE APPEAL OF THE MAINSTREAM
simply using it to gather music- related and
choices beyond Radio, and their listening
FORMAT MM BE WANING. PEOPLE ARE
other information from station, record-comhabits are being affected.
ALSO LOOKING AT SPENOING LESS TIME
It is no surprise then that time spent
pany and artist-specific Websites.
WITH RA010 ANO MORE TIME ON THE
Troy: The biggest trend in listener habits is
listening to Radio is on acontinual decline.
INTERNET ANO WITH OTHER THINGS.
To alarge extent, Radio's place on the media
the growing use of the Internet to listen
— BILL RICHMIDS
menu will be determined in the next 10
to Radio and other competing audio proyears. Will Radio listenership suffer or ben- don is whether or not Radio will go with gramming. In fact, only two things stand
efit from competition from the Internet, di- them or be left behind.
in the way of allowing the Web to comrect broadcast satellite, cable Radio and so Richards: We're seeing listeners continue to . pete equally with Radio.
forth? Listeners will go where new tech- change Radio stations alot. It also seems
First is the fact that the Internet is not
nologies allow them to go. The real ques- that callout scores are dropping for alot of yet mobile ( for cars and WalkmansTm). Unlike cable Radio, though, the Internet will
,
become mobile because there are so many
other uses for it There is alot of money
Research Director Inc
going into development.
make the most off ,of the
r>js.
Second, the quality isn't up to par with
—Bruce Dumps
General Manager
broadcast
signals yet. This will also be fixed
iNDIA/KJA4S/WHRK
eu,,)
Clear Channel Communications
in the next year or two as higher bandwidth
-Memphis. TN
f
0
connections take over. The sure predictor
that high-bandwidth connections are coming to the masses is that America Online
(AOL), the least common denominator of
Internet access providers, is preparing to
launch its own high-bandwidth service. If
AOL pushes it, it'll happen.
Currently, Radio broadcasters in the
United States have agovernment license
to broadcast to aprotected geographic area
Research Director, Inc. helps
where competitors are kept to aminimum.
radio broadcasters make sense of the
It may seem like there are alot of comratings for management, programming,
promotion and wiles. They conduct Dim.> Reviews
peting signals in U.S. markets, but just ask
and analyze ratings for Programming and Promotion.
adry cleaner or convenience store owner
They also help stations put their BEST
if they'd like to trade places.
foot forward with sales materials that
turn ratings into revenue.
The Internet will allow the entire world
Rhody Bosley
to compete in every market, and listeners
Marc Greenspan
will have the choice of any station on the
Julie Heath
planet, which will only fragment listening
%.8aeingS ENete
more than ever.
Charlie Sislen
Since the first of the year, we've added
stations in about 50 markets, and by the
end of next year, Internet research will be
in every U.S. market. Internet research
will have gone from zero to everywhere
in 30 months.
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WHAT ARE THE LATEST TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN RESEARCH?
Henry: Don't confuse new media technologies with new research methodologies.
Sound research methodologies don't really change over time. New technologies may
indeed change how data are collected or
delivered, but the exact nature of this
change is far from clear.
Undeniably, the use of the telephone
for data collection will go down while Internet data collection will increase. This
is already happening. Exactly where and
how telephone vs. Internet data collection
will take place must be determined on a
project-by- project basis.
In order to serve Paragon's multi-media
client base, we are already supplementing
telephone data with Internet data .
for some
projects. For other projects, we are using
only the Internet for data collection. The
telephone revolutionized data collection
many decades ago, and now the Internet is
doing the same thing.
Richards: As far as technologies go, there has
not been anything new and innovative in quite
some time. We're involved in the one new
phenomenon taking shape on the Internet.
Our RateTheMusic.com national music testing is rocking in its second year. We've been
able to predict hits well before they hit by
doing projects for the record labels.
Our hook testing of national music is
also showing its ability to be in front of
picking new hits. Whether it's The Offspring, Sarah McLachlan or the Goo Goo
Dolls, our national research on the Internet is showing its muscle. The local stations doing Internet testing are also seeing
many of the same results.
Kurtzman: So much of the discussion about
research and technology has been focused
on means of collecting data from respondents. What has us more excited, however,
are the tremendous advances in software and
computer processing power, as they allow
our analyses to be far more sophisticated.
These technologies are providing us
with amuch deeper understanding of the
relationships between individual songs and
styles of music. Such an understanding, for
example, allows us to advise our clients on
timing issues, such as when asong becomes
appropriate for their stations and when it
needs to be dropped from their playlists.
Troy: Internet polling is changing research
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in every industry, not just Radio. Watch
SportsCenter on ESPN or Dateline on NBC,
and you'll see them discussing results from
an Internet poll.
Harris, the world-famous research firm,
announced that it is moving nearly all its
products to the Web. Gathering•feedback
via the Internet is beginning to come to the
front, and it will completely change research in the next few years.

IT SEEMS AS THOUGH RADIO HAS
BEEN PLAYING THE SAME MUSIC
FOR 25 YEARS. WHY?
Henry: This is true in some formats but not others. Some formats — like Rock, AC and Oldies
— are grounded in popular music from two
and three decades ago. Others — like Alternative, Urban and NAC — are playing music
that didn't even exist then. Very simply, music
is target-driven. The older the target, the older
and more familiar the music. The reverse is
true for younger-targeted formats. Within a
stable format, like AC or Oldies, the same
songs do tend to test well over time, leading
to aperception of "sameness."
However, all music formats must
evolve over time, or they will go to the

1000 Temporary Tattoos

THERE IS AMONUMENTAL CHANGE IN
MEDIA USAGE THAT IS DRIVEN PRI—
MARILI 91 THE INTERNET. THE
INTERNET WILL CHANGE MEDIA USAGE
MORE THAN TV 010. MORE THAN RADIO
CIO AND MORE THAN DOS ' ILL.
—NIKE HENRY
grave with their target audience. Currently, AC is in the process of updating its music
to meet mainstream demands, and in some
markets, Urban Gold formats are attractive
to younger listeners who find pure 50 o•

with Your Logo,

Just $ 189.00!!! USD

Full Color!
2" x 2"!
1-1/2" x 1-1/2" tattoos for just $ 1,890.00!!

or 2000 Tattoos, Just $ 299.00!! USD

100,000
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NO SET UP CHARGE!!!
Calico will not be undersold!!
Send your sized, color logo, TM, mascot, artwork or photo that you want reproduced.
Artwork on disk for large orders.
Add $ 10 Continental USA shipping up to 2000 tattoos.
Larger orders inquire. ( Ca add 7.25% sales tax).
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Tel 70 7/4 48-7072
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Oldies formats too old.
Richards: Idon't agree with the question.
While certain elements remain consistent because there are only so many
chords available, we continue to see new
and exciting trends. A few years ago, it
was Alternative, which then evolved into
Modern AC. Along the same time, HipHop and Rhythmic stations continued
to do well. You're seeing afurther splintering of styles.
Kurtzman: We disagree with this question.
Obviously, Matchbox 20, Lauryn Hill,
Limp Bizkit and Shania Twain could not
be heard on the Radio in the early '70s.
Even when we examine Gold- based formats, like Oldies and Classic Rock, we
notice major shifts in the tastes of these
formats' core listeners over time. That is
why programmers of these stations have
needed to rely on research tools to the
same extent that their colleagues at current- based formats have.
Troy: They'replaying what Americans like.
As much as Radio managers would love
to find some previously unknown batch
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of music that people want to hear, the
bottom line is that people like what they
like. Consumer tastes don't change to fit
the needs of astation that wishes there
were some new Radio format they could
try. So, managers have to figure out how
to compete and win in an environment
where all competitors know what music
to play.

allowing them to skip over the things that
don't interest them and focus on those
things that do.
"Convergence," which defines the
expanding multiple media choices and
the on- going integration of modern
media, is aconcept with which people
in Radio should become familiar. In research conducted for our media clients
outside of Radio, we have already idenHOW IS THE RESEARCH
tified specific Radio formats that are
being impacted by the Internet. It's alINDUSTRY KEEPING PACE WITH
THE CHANGES IN RADIO AND
ready happening.
WITH THE ' NEW MEDIA?'
The impact of convergence on Radio
Henry: Paragon made astrategic decision is happening faster than anyone with a
many years ago to expand beyond Radio Radio-only perspective could possibly imagresearch into all other media research. ine. Paragon keeps our Radio clients eduTherefore, Paragon's broad multi- media cated oiehe impact of media convergence,
research expertise gives our clients a and the% are the Radio stations that are
unique view of the changing media world. turning athreat into wonderful opportuThere is amonumental change in nities for growth.
media usage that is driven primarily by the Richards: The Internet is one way. Our verInternet. The Internet will change media beim questions show areal passion from
usage more than TV did, more than Radio the music fans out there who — until now
did and more than DBS will. The Internet — never had avoice. This helps us stay on
is each individual's telescope into the world
top of what's happening

ur Senior Sales People
to aNew Level
Bigger sales,
longer contracts,
more satisfied clients,
That's what the next level of Radio
sales is all about
From highly-acclaimed author and
trainer Ken Greenwood and the Radio
Advertising Bureau, Seven Strategies
for High Performance Selling is
innovative and real world.
Take your senior people
to the " next level!"
Call RAB at 1-800-232-3131

Wide
BUREAU
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HOW WILL RESEARCH USE THE
INTERNET DURING THE NEXT
FIVE YEARS?
Henry: The Internet is impacting Radio
research in two ways. First, the Internet
is providing anew and viable platform
from which data may be collected. This
process will increase more as Internet
households increase. Second, the actual usage of Internet by listeners should
already be acritical component in a
Radio station's research. Listeners are already building their own bridges to the
Internet for expanded entertainment. For
Radio, the Internet is both athreat and
an opportunity, and it will become eiUNCOUBTEOLI, THE BIGGEST TREND IS
ther astrength or aweakness, dependTHAT THE NUMBER OF RADIO LISTENing on how stations respond.
ERS ON THE INTERNET IS INCREASING
Richards: With consolidation and dwindling
AT AORAMAIIC RATE. WHAT YE ARE
budgets to meet ownership demands, the
Ilt/ING TO LEARN MORE ABOUT IS HOY
Internet will serve as away of touching the
INTERNET USAGE AFFECTS HOY THE,
audience and as away of saving money.
USE THE RADIO.
Someone told me that the Internet was like
— YARREN KURTZMAN
abig request line. Well, ahit is ahit is a
Kurtzman: Certainly, the development of hit. Add to that the ability to bond with
cluster- based strategies represents a yoir audience, and it's going to be around
strong example of the industry's adapta- for along time.
tion to consolidation. The less obvious Kurtzman: It will undoubtedly be amore
changes have been in our understanding widely used means of data collection. In fact,
of the broader media consumption pat- we are already using it for certain projects.
terns of consumers today vs. just three Troy: Within five years, Isee the Internet
or four years ago. We are constantly as the only way that media research will be
gathering data from respondents and done. Increasing penetration of Internet
other sources on their use of the new usage, combined with the speed, efficienforms of media that seem to spring up cy and flexibility that Internet research ofalmost every day.
fers, will make research gathered by phone
We are also adapting through greater or mail obsolete and overly expensive.
There is no reason why aRadio station
use of technology, which has completely transformed the way we do business has to spend $50,000 per year to find out
at Coleman. E-mail allowed us to increase that listeners (still) like Dream On by Aerocontact with our clients by asignificant smith. With the Web, they can save 80 peramount. And, the Internet is allowing us cent of their costs and find out instantly.
to deliver information to clients faster
and in ways that are more useful to them.
Troy: There is aconsolidation trend in
the research industry that is following
Mike Henry
the one in Radio. Companies like The
Managing Partner, Paragon Research
Research Group and Marketing RePhone: 303-922-5600
search Partners are gone as individual
E-mail: m.henry@paragon-research.com
entities, and there is more to come.
The next trend will be for the reBill Richards
maining research firms in Radio to begin
President, Bill Richards Radio Consulting
consolidating with research firms from outPhone: 401-292-4424
side Radio. Iwouldn't be surprised to see
E-mail: greatradio@aol.com
Harris or Gallup buying one of the major
remaining firms in Radio research.

PREDICT THREE TRENDS
IN RESEARCH FOR THE NEXT
FIVE YEARS.
Henry: 1) The use of the telephone for
data collection will decrease while the
use of the Internet for data collection
will increase. 2) Radio ratings research •
will finally move beyond the antiquated and inadequate diary methodology and into electronic data
gathering. 3) The Radio stations that
maintain an aggressive strategic planning program based on audience research will still be the most successful
Radio stations.
Richards: 1) Increased dependence on the
Internet. With fewer people willing to
participate in traditional research methods ( not wanting to answer the phone
call " out of the blue" at home), this is a
given. 2) More and better ways to control the samples through online testing.
3) More and more research done for multiple media outlets.
Kurtzman: 1) Greater use of the Internet
for data collection. 2) Use of data mining techniques, which will allow us to
gain an even stronger understanding of
audience tastes and how Radio stations
are fulfilling listener appetites. 3) Measurement of the values and essences of
stations' brands.
Troy: 1) Within one year, every CHR station in the United States will be testing
its current music over the Web. 2) Within three years, every other Radio format
will follow. 3) Research will move from
being an anonymous study of the marketplace to alively conversation between
station and listener, where the two will
work together to improve the product
they both care about.

e
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Warren Kurtzman
VP, Coleman Research Inc
Phone: 919-511-0000
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Bill Troy
President, RadioResearch com
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CLASSIFIEDS
▪ GENERAL MANAGEMENT

GENERAL
MANAGER
Atlantic Star Broadcasting has a
rare, immediate General Manager
opportunity for adynamic , handson, sales-driven leader. We're
looking for someone to take the
reins in our Northeast markets and
bring them to the next level.
Forward your resumé immediately
to Jay Sterin,:iVice President,
Atlantic Star Broadcasting, 3001
Philadelphia Pike, Claymont, DE
19803 or FAX to 302-791-4127. Email Jay at Jsterin@capstarbroadcasting.com. Be assured that all
applications are confidential. EOE

NTR DIRECTOR
Citadel Communications in AllentownBethlehem- Easton is looking for aperson to lead our NTR Department in this
rapidly growing market, 55 miles from
Philadelphia and 85 miles from NYC.
Successful applicants must have at
least 3years minimum in sales or management, experience in NTR, strong
track record in creative sales promotions, and aburning desire to win. You
will direct two top- ranked station sales
staffs in new business development,
and work directly with one of the
nation's premier consultants in NTR. If
you are aleader, are motivated, and
want to be with aprogressive broadcast
group, phone, fax, or e-mail to:
John Hutchinson
General Manager
Citadel Communications
P.O. Box 25096
Lehigh Valley, PA 18002
Hutchl@efortress.com
610-231-4016/ fax 610-231-4080/ EOE

thinker with strengths in people
mgmt. & vision. Large staff with
aggressive budgets, multiple
products and heavy research. 3-5
yrs. radio or cable mgmt. exp.
Excellent salary & benefits.
Interested candidates should contact Laurie Kahn/Media Staffing
Network at 312-944-9194. All
communications are confidential.

• SALES MANAGEMENT

LOCAL SALES MANAGER
Join one of the country's best
broadcasting companies, Clear
Channel Broadcasting Inc., parent
company

of

radio

stations

KC101/WELI/WAVZ, New Haven.
Conn. Prior radio sales experience
amust; radio sales management

a plus! Send resumés to Jim
Simonetti, GSM, Clear Channel
Broadcasting, 495 Benham St..
Hamden, CT. 06514. EOE.
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CUMULUS
CUMULUS BROADCASTING
AUGUSTA, GEORGIA,
LOOKING FOR
SALES MANAGEMENT
Cumulus Broadcasting in Augusta.
Georgia, is in search of TOP GUN
Sales Management. This person will
be amulti- media manager working
with astrong team of sellers. In Augusta, we have apowerful cluster of
many formats, an Events Department, adirect- mail company and a
cable division! The Sales Manager
who comes to work in Augusta must;
V have astrong sense of urgency,
V have tremendous recruiting
skills,
V understand inventory control,

Over 75 openings. Find an AE for
$250. FREE to candidates. Contact:
www.birschbachmedia.com; 303-3685900 ;fax 303-368-9675.

• MISC.

ON AMISSION
FROM GOD?
You could be! Christian music station, The Joy FM (WJIS), Sarasota,

Fla., is looking for anew morning
co- host. 5years' on-air experience
required. Digital production a
plus. Competitive salary & benefits and a great team to grow
with! Send T & R to: Steve
Swanson, The Joy FM, 6469
Parkland Dr., Sarasota, FL 34243.

✓ understand NTR/Vendor.

CABLE GSM PHOENIX
INDUSTRY LEADER seeks strategic

e

Radio-N- Cable- Internet Sales & Sales
Management Opportunities Nationwide

• be astrong motivator,
Citadel Communications Corporation
"Opportunity Fueled By Growth!"

✓ understand how to sell the
strength of the cluster,
V be astrong seller.
In other words, you must come
loaded with energy, ideas and drive!
We will pay you very well, and your

e

success will be felt among the 3rd

CUMULUS

largest broadcasting company. Do
you enjoy golf? Welcome to the golf

GET THE BEST
OF BOTH
WORLDS!!

capital of America. If you achieve

• Be astone's throw away from
the 15th Largest Market
(Minneapolis)—yet be able to
enjoy asmall-town, family
lifestyle ( population 125,000).

ly confidential. Gary Pizzati, Market

• Earn 70-80 Kand take off in
the world of radio consolidated
mega groups.
• Work for apublicly held company.
• Be amarket manager in waiting with the 3rd largest broadcast group in the nation.,
Our standard benefits package
outshines most.
Openings for Director of Sales
in upper midwest region.

For aconfidential
interview, call
612-819-6044

Congratulate a
co-worker with a
HAPPY AD
birthday, promotion,

anniversary or retirement

Call Sue Allen

800-610-5171

your goals, you might attend the most
prestigious golf event in the world.
Oh, yes — the weather is wonderful!!
Call me directly and let's talk. StrictManager at 803-279-1977, Ext. 101.
Cumulus Broadcasting is an equal
opportunity employer.

SALES
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES

PARADISE
FOUND!

Ground- floor opportunity awaits at
Clear Channel Palm Beach. You
place a strong emphasis on local
selling perfectly fit for this growing
market. Minimum 6 months' radio
sales. Send resume to:
Scott Hyber
3071 Continental Drive
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
Communication Strictly
Confidential.
Equal Opportunity Employer

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

Classified Ad Rates
Call 800-610-5771 or
fax to 561-655-6130.
All ads must be prepaid. Checks,
MasterCard, Visa and
American Express cards accepted.

E
mail to sueallen@radioink.com

RATES:
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY:
(minimum 1inch, upward
in half-inch increments)
$165 per inch.
SITUATIONS WANTED:
$1.50 per word.
BLIND BOX:
$15 per issue.
BLIND BOX NUMBERS:
When responding to ablind box, mail
your reply to the box number, c/o
RADIO INK, 224 Datura Street, Suite
701, West Palm Beach, FL 33401 or
fax responses to 561-655-6130.
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MARKETING & PROMOTION

PROGRAMMING

INFLATABLE
MONEY MACHINE

E- Z UP
World s
Fastest
Shelter

munumumr.

• Sets up in 60 seconds
• Compact size stores easily
• Durable reinforced all- steel
double truss design
E- ZUP INSTANT SHELTERS"'
ARE PERFECT FOR:
Boating uPicnics is Camping
Sales Booths u Race Pits
Backyard Barbecues • Ball Games
Authorized Dealer

BSR/E-Z UP:
Division BSR Products
149 RoIldng Hal Rd
Mooresv.11e, NC 28115

1 . 800 . 57. COVEFI
,

Calal

1.704.663.0955

Sizes: 15 tall x12' diameter - $5995
12' tall x10' diameter - $5495
includes simple artwork
• Set up/takedown in less than 10 minutes
•Whtweight/portuble
•lbsily fits into trunk of car
• Plenty of spere fPr anwook/logos

something really
-Jj r--

3D Advertising Since 1980

PUBLICATIONS

RADIO p

Acirs

For Immediate Details, Call
Paul Belson Now At:

1,1, 1-11.,111

516-329-3850

Doing Remotes??? Get noticed!!!

BIG

BLIMPS

1
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advertisin•balloons • com

HIGH QUALITY

COMMERCIAL
JINGLES!
To help you land Florists, Banks,
Restaurants, Fitness, Trucks,
ISPs, Malls, Watersports, Real
Estate, Beauty Salons and t,uto
Dealers.

MAXIMAGE

We are a direct response company
interested in buying 30- minute and
60 minute blocks of time on your
radio station. We have ahighly entertaining show whose purpose is to sell
our products via toll-free numbers
which are given out during the show. •
We're not talking about per- inquiry
advertising. And we pay you in
advance. We'll quickly test one of
our shows, and then we can become
a regular customer. Your station.
network size or geographic location
doesn't matter. Let's talk right now..

Contact: Lenny Freed
330.273.3200 ext. 137

www.

Are you looking for

We Will Buy
30-Minute
Blocks Of Time
On Your
Radio Station!

CAPS•SHIRTS-BANDANNAS-TOWELS

•Watch for a new print edition at
your station every January.

INTERNET RESOURCES

✓

NO FREE
WEB SITES!

CALL FOR INFORMATION!

800-889-2221
RADIO INK —JULY 19, 1999

Wonderful Words of Life
15 min. weekly, inspirational
music and talk
(English & Spanish)
Heartbeat
:60 spot about life issues
(English only)
Call for afree audition kit.
phone (404) 728-6727
fax: (404) 728-1331
voice mail ( 800) 229-9965

AUDIENCE RESEARCH

Audience Research
Survey Your Audience And Advertisers.
www.audres.com
' Email: info@audres.com
1-800-RVS-6335

COPYWRITING

"You ge!. what
you pay for:"
We offer quality interactive
Radio web sites for a
reasonable cost.

Radio Wiz.com

Radio Experts •

Visit our web site for 10 questions you
should ask before vou let someone
else develop your web site!

•

www.radiowiz.com

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

aav
nere
est
101.0
This easy, step-by-step book °guides you
through the process of creating effective
copy and campaigns for your clients.

Web Professionals

888.265.8600

PRODUCTION
Radio Potato
800-468-6874
PRODUCTION MUSIC, VOICES, OUTSOURCE
PRODUCTION. Alto great News-Talk Jingle
Packages!! Radio Potato. Call 800-4686874 for afree demo.

— and hope.
One way we provide hope is
with radio:

800-277-0031

Gorgeous screen printing & embroidering

radiowebpages.com
•Your on-line directory to products
and services that your station
needs and uses.

18001564-2234

For over 125 years, we've been
lending helping hands to ahurting
world, offering food, shelter, comfort

Inexpensive Prizes That Work! English,
Ethnic, Rock, EL, Classical. Free help with
the art. We ship direct to your prize
winners. Promotion Factory, Monroe, NC.

The MoneydiscTM was $499,
now only $ 199!
Ghostwriters, 2412 Unity
Avenue North, Dept. RI,
Minneapolis, MN 55422-3540.
Phone or FAX: (800) 646-2911.
For production music, sound
effects and more. see our web
site: http://radio-mecom

ABOVE SBEYOND BALLOONS

LOOKING
FOR VALUES?

BONUS:
FREE CD
of samples of
successful
spots
$99.00

800
610-5771
53

BLAST FROM THE PAST -

This dapper DJ, sporting the David Letterman
tooth space, is Connoisseur Communications
VP Don Kidwell. His goal: 50 years; 42 down,
eight to go — years in broadcasting, that is.
SEARCH YOUR ARCHIVES Pull the boxes from your
storage closet. Go through your manager's desk draw-

ers. Radio Ink magazine is searching for old ( or should

we say mature?) photographs of Jeople stations or

promotions to use on our Blast page. All photos will be

returned, but please be sure to LABEL them with identi-

fying captions, including areturn address and contact

name. Mail to: Ed Ryan, Editor. Radio Ins. 224 Datura

il

St., Suite 701, West Palm Beach, FL 33401

Elaine Merritt of WLBC,
Municie, Ind., is a very
happy Sales Manager!
•
Here's what happened:
The staff at WLBC convinced 22 Muncie business decision-makers to
spend one hour in the conference room of aMuncie hotel Each meeting
included an account executive, abusiness decision-maker and aRadio
Concepts, USA representative.
.

Some things were said that needed to be said. New intórillb-tion was shared. As aresult, 16 animal contracts.were signed
and totaled $ 165,000! Believe it or not, Elaine did it with the help of ajingle
company. All of those businesses are now on-air, using musical
imaging from Radio Concepts, USA.
Elaine Will be happy to share the details with you. Call her
at (765) 288-4403 and you'll understand why you should
reserve itconference room in your market.

o suoscr be, call 1-800-610-5771
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The BEST Will Be in Orlando!
The NAB Radio Show gives you the opportunity to
interact with some of the BEST Radio Group Executives.

Ed Christichi, Saga Communications Dick Ferguson Cox Radio
David Field, Enter,om Ken O'Keeff AM FM, Inc.
Randy Michael Clear Channel Communications Erica Farber, Radio & Records, Moderator
PartifÈnts in this year's Group Executive Super Session — Thugday 9/2
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The BEST Show on Radio!
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August 31 - September 3, 1999
Orange County Convention Center
Orlando, Florida

For SPEEDY Registration...
Register Online www.nob.org/conventions/
Call 1.888.740.4622 or 1.301.682.7962 • Fax 1.301 694.5124

•

In ah

of

_continual th line, some
things neve rchange.

ABG

Audio B.
road-Cast Group Inc.
Your Single Source Solution For All Your Broadcast Equipment Needs.

Everything from mics to transmitters to systems
"One On One" personalized sales & service
4

39 years of equippinglroadcast facilities nationwide

MAIN /MIDWEST OFFICE
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Voice:
Fax: 616-452-1652
E-mail: support@abg.com

NORTH CENTRAL OFFICE
Duluth, Minnesota
Voice:
Fax: 218-525-0455.- ,:.
E-mail: cgrace@abg.com

W

SOUTHEAST OFFICES
Mountain liorne, Ncrih Carolina
Voice: -*
Fax: 828-697-2691
E-mail: cindy edwards@abg.com

W

SOUTHWEST OFFICE

Lexington, South Carolina
Voice:
Fax: 803-951-3123
E-mail: jgeorge@abg.com

C0 M
v

Palmdale, California
Fax: 805-273-3321
E- mall: tmezeygabg.com

